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Abstract 

Clogging in continuous casting of steel is the buildup of particles in the flow control system. Besides other 

reasons, pre-existing non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) - mostly resulting from ladle treatment - may build 

up on the refractory wall, interrupting or disturbing the fluid flow conditions. Since the NMIs in the steel 

cannot be completely avoided, a deeper understanding of their development and evolution during the 

steelmaking process is required. In particular, this includes the deposition of micro-inclusions to the 

steel/refractory interface in the submerged entry nozzle (SEN) between the tundish and the mold.  

 

The deposition mechanism for deoxidation products at the SEN wall is investigated in Chapter 1. The 

inclusions, which are transported from the bulk melt to the boundary layer, may adhere to the 

steel/refractory interface. If they are not removed due to detachment forces related to the fluid flow and 

materials conditions, they sinter inducing changes on the process and product conditions. The interfacial 

properties of the system NMI-steel-refractory are believed to play a key role in the NMIs adhesion or 

detachment at the steel/refractory interface. The clogging mechanism and the forces involved in the 

adhesion of NMI at the wall are presented. And furthermore, several clogging countermeasures are 

commented. 

In Chapter 2, the clogging evaluation methods are summarized. The methods are classified into direct and 

indirect. While direct methods investigate SEN-samples from industrial plan trials or laboratory scale 

experiments, the indirect methods analyze isolated related clogging parameters, such as the interfacial 

properties of the system NMI-steel-refractory. In this work, the high-temperature laser scanning confocal 

microscopy (HT-LSCM) has been selected as a qualitative method to investigate how the wettability of 

the system NMI-steel-refractory affects the clogging problem. For that purpose, a two-step set-up has been 

developed. The finality of this experimental investigation is the observation of:  

(1) The effect of the NMIs wettability in the deposition of NMIs at a steel/ceramic interface  

(2) The effect of the ceramic wettability in the deposition of NMIs at a steel/ceramic interface.  

The selected methodology shows a high potential to predict how an interfacial property such as wettability 

influences the NMI separation tendency at certain refractory interfaces. The results are compared with a 
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theoretical model. Furthermore, high-temperature drop shape analyses (HT-DSA) are performed to 

confirm the correspondence between the HT-LSCM observations and the wettability.  

A detailed model is derived to predict the critical conditions needed for detachment of NMIs from the 

nozzle wall in Chapter 3. This model is based on the local hydrodynamic conditions combined with the 

specific interfacial properties in the system NMI-steel-refractory. Three detachment criterions are 

developed in function of the force balances in normal and parallel directions and the torque moment of the 

NMI at the steel/refractory interface. The detachment model is implemented to investigate how the 

interfacial properties of the system NMI-steel-refractory may influence the adhesion or detachment of a 

NMI at the steel/ceramic interface. 

The injection of argon gas at the flow control area of the SEN is performed during continuous casting to 

reduce clogging problems. The behavior of the argon bubbles at the steel/refractory interface and the 

deposition mechanism of NMI at the steel/gas interface is investigated and commented in Chapter 4. Two 

detachment criteria are developed to investigate the following:  

(1) The size of bubbles that may be stable at the steel/refractory interface, and 

(2) the detachment of NMIs from the bubbles once they adhere at the steel/gas interface.  

The role of argon in the system is discussed in comparison with the model developed for the adhesion of 

deoxidation products at the steel/refractory interface.  

 

Finally, the relevance of certain clogging parameters onto the NMIs deposition at steel/refractory and 

steel/gas interfaces is presented on Chapter 5. The clogging countermeasure selection is discussed.  
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1 Clogging 

In this chapter, the clogging phenomena are defined and classified following literature sources. The 

deposition mechanism of non-metallic inclusions (NMIs) coming from steel deoxidation at the nozzle wall 

is investigated in detail. The analysis of the separation and adhesion steps is the focus of the following 

work. The NMIs separate at the steel/refractory interface in order to reduce their interfacial energy. They 

adhere at this interface by a fluid bridge formation and are subjected as well to detachment forces. To 

finalize this chapter, the most typical clogging countermeasures are introduced. Only the methods related 

with the decrease of the adhesion force by the modification of the interfacial properties of the system 

“NMI-Steel-Refractory” are discussed.  

 

NMIs are substances with non-metallic character with different chemical composition compared to the 

surrounding matrix. A sharp interface is formed between inclusions and matrix. Principally they can be 

characterized according to the subsequent four criteria
[1–3]

:  

 

(1) By source: 

a) Endogenous inclusions: Particles resulting from reactions inside the steel melt, during 

cooling or during solidification.  

b) Exogenous inclusions: Particles intruded from outside, e.g. small parts of refractory 

material, entrapped slag droplets or particles from reoxidation of the steel by atmosphere.  

(2) By size:  

a) Macro inclusions ( ≥ 100µm ); 

b) Meso inclusions ( ≥ 15µm to < 100µm ); 

c) Micro inclusions ( ≥ 1µm to < 15µm ); 

d) Submicro inclusions (< 1 µm).  

(3) By type: When categorizing by type, the nonmetal acting as the bonding partner for the metal 

phase in the NMIs becomes significant.  

a) Oxides 

b) Sulfides 
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c) Nitrides  

d) Carbides 

e) Multiphase: can consist of two or more phases 

(4) By formation time: Inclusions can form at various steps, temperatures and different conditions.  

a) Primary inclusions: Particles which are formed in the liquid steel by deoxidation or 

desulfurization reactions  

b) Secondary inclusions: Particles which emerge while cooling to liquidus temperature. 

c) Tertiary inclusions: Particles which form during solidification between liquid and solid 

temperature. 

d) Quaternary inclusions: Particle which appear in the solid state.  

 

The four criteria to classify the NMIs are summarized in Table 1. The possibilities of inclusion 

categorization reflect the diversity of inclusion appearance.  

Table 1. NMIs classification by source, size, type and formation time[3]. 

Source Size Type Time of formation 

Endogenous Macro Oxides Primary 

Exogenous Meso Sulphides Secondary 

 Micro Nitrides Tertiary 

 Sub-micro Carbides Quaternary 

  Multiphase  

 

 

Initially, these small inclusions collide and agglomerate in liquid steel to form larger particles. Ladle 

stirring is the most common method to stimulate the agglomeration and flotation of particles and finally to 

separate the particles into the slag. Nevertheless, a large number of micro-particles stay suspended in the 

liquid steel and passes on to the next processing stage, the casting process. Figure 1 gives an overview on 

possible reactions and interactions of inclusions at different interfaces, where interfacial phenomenas play 

a crucial role. Over the entire process, interfacial phenomena significantly influence nucleation, 

agglomeration, flotation, and/or separation of the particles
[4–7]

. 
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(1) NMI’s nucleation, growth and agglomeration in the liquid steel. 

(2) Transport of inclusions to steel-slag interface. 

(3) Inclusion dissolution in the slag. 

(4) Reaction of an inclusion at slag-refractory interface. 

(5) Reaction of an inclusion at steel-refractory interface. 

(6) Inclusion deposition on the refractory material.  

Figure 1. Overview on possible reaction sites in the system steel-slag–refractory. Modified from reference[6]. 

 

 

The casting quality is an issue of central importance for the final product quality. The main quality 

attributes are the surface quality and the internal quality. NMIs may deteriorate both the surface as well as 

the internal quality. Micro-inclusions, mostly resulting from deoxidation, are controlled in size and 

number by ladle refining whereas macro-inclusions may also form during casting. Micro-inclusions 

adhere under certain conditions in the fluid flow control system and form clogs. The resulting disturbances 

of the fluid flow as well as detached clogs may worsen the surface quality as well as the cleanness of the 

cast semis significantly. 

One of the main components of the fluid flow control system is the submerged entry nozzle (SEN), which 

is presented schematically in Figure 2-a). A SEN is a pipe-like refractory component placed between the 

tundish and the mold in a continuous caster. It prevents the steel from oxygen and nitrogen pick-up and 

ensures a stable casting operation in the mold
[8]

. In certain occasions, the inner surface of the pipe is 

reduced due to material accumulation, formation of complex oxides, or chemical reactions on the nozzle 

wall
[9]

. As a consequence, the fluid flow is disrupted causing undesirable flow patters in the mould which 

cause quality problems in the finished product
[9]

. These events reduce the net casting throughput and 

thereby reduce productivity, resulting as well in additional costs. The phenomenon described is known as 

clogging
[8–13]

. 
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Figure 2. a) Schematic representation of the SEN, b) representation of the clogging deposits inside the SEN and c) clogging 

mechanisms. 

 

To compensate for clogging, the flow control device must be regulated during the process. If clogging 

becomes severe, the flow control device will no longer be able to compensate and then, either a decrease 

in casting speed or replacement of the nozzle must result. Depending on the casting, some portions of the 

clogged nozzles (e.g., SEN) can be independently replaced during casting. However other clogged pieces 

(e.g., stopper rod) can only be replaced by changing tundishes
[9]

.  

 

Clogging results in an uneven reduction of the inner diameter of the nozzle, and consequently the caster 

operation may be seriously disrupted
[9]

, possibly having –as already mentioned- a considerable impact on 

the final product quality
[14]

. The deposits are found along the SEN as well as in areas of the stopper rod, as 

shown in Figure 2-b). 

 

Numerous studies have been carried out in order to elucidate the clogging mechanisms during continuous 

casting. Singh et al. and later, Rackers et al. and Thomas et al. summarized them as follows
[9,12,15]

:  

 

(1) Deposition of deoxidation products at the steel/refractory interface due to fluid flow and 

interfacial tension effects
[11–13,16–18]

. 

(2) Air aspiration into the nozzle and subsequent reoxidation of the steel at the steel/refractory 

interface
[19–25]

. The aspirated oxygen may create a surface tension gradient in the steel near the 

wall and therefore increase the attractive force towards the wall.  
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(3) Chemical reactions between the nozzle refractory and the steel
[19,25–38]

. This type of clogging is 

attributed to reactions between diffused oxygen coming from the refractory and aluminum from 

the steel. 

(4) Solid steel buildup during the start of casting when the preheating of the nozzle is inadequate, or 

within a clog matrix where the flow rate is very slow
[22,31,39–42]

.   

 

Nevertheless, a nozzle deposit is also often the result of more than one of the above-mentioned 

mechanisms. The present work focuses on the clogging caused by the deposition of deoxidation products 

at the SEN wall due to its great significance on the initial steps of clogging phenomena as represented in 

Figure 2-c). The NMIs found in the clogging deposits are from endogenous sources, with a diameter 

below 20 µm. These oxides form from steel deoxidation and subsequent interaction with ladle slag and 

ladle lining. 

 

In the following sections, the deposition mechanism of micro-oxides is discussed. Special attention is 

given to the NMIs separation and adhesion at the steel/refractory interface. Furthermore, possible clogging 

countermeasures applied during the steelmaking process will be summarized, focusing in the methods 

related with the modification of the interfacial properties of the system “NMI-steel-refractory”.   

 

1.1 Deposition of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface 

 

Generally, two spherical inclusions approaching each other in the molten steel will tend to agglomerate to 

form larger particles due to interfacial contact forces as well as to reduce their surface energy. The same 

behavior is expected for inclusions approaching the nozzle wall
[43]

. A similar mechanism is also applicable 

to particle deposition in steel filtration by a ceramic filter
[44–46]

.  

In literature, the deposition behavior of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface has been divided into three 

steps: transport, adhesion and sintering. Table 2 summarized some of the research done in the deposition 

of inclusions at interfaces in the steel. Although, there exists common agreement on the deposition of 

NMIs as an empirical fact, debate considering transport and adhesion mechanism by which inclusions are 

enabled to adhere at the wall still remains unsettled. 
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Table 2. Summary of the research done about NMIs deposition at a steel/refractory interface. 

References 

Deposition 

steps Details 

T A S 

Singh
[12]

 X X X General description of the process steps; boundary layer theory 

Wilson et al.
[11]

 X   Local eddy transport phenomena 

Dawson et al.
[22]

 X   Local eddy transport phenomena 

Uemura et al.
[44]

  X X Filtration mechanism of NMI in steel at a ceramic filter 

Sasai et al.
[43,47]

  X X Al2O3 adhesion at a nozzle with steel reoxidation 

Kawecka et al.
[45]

  X  Filtration of NMI in molten steel 

Mizoguchi et al.
 [48,49]

  X  Influence of iron oxide in adhesion force 

Zheng et al.
 [50,51]

  X  Effect of NMI morphology in adhesion force 

Xuan et al.
[52]

  X X Attraction force of Al2O3 particle agglomerations in the melt 

T = transport, A = adhesion, and S = sintering. 

 

In this work, a more detailed deposition mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3. The deposition of NMIs at 

the steel/refractory interface may consist of five steps and is described as follows: 

 

(1) Transport: The NMIs are transported from the bulk region to the boundary layer to the 

steel/refractory interface upon formation of a thin film of molten steel between the NMI and the 

refractory wall.  

(2) Separation: The thin steel film between the NMI and the refractory wall phase will drain to a 

critical thickness at which rupture occurs. The energy required to force back the metal can result 

from either the inertial force of the particle or from the decrease in interfacial energy resulting 

from the adhesion of the inclusion to the wall
[53]

.   

(3) Adhesion: The inclusions adhere to the refractory wall by interfacial forces, eventually leading to 

a fluid cavity formation around the contact point. The cavity shape depends on the wettability 

properties of the materials involved with the molten steel as can be seen in Detail A from Figure 

3.  

(4) Detachment: The NMIs are subjected to external forces due to the material properties or fluid 

flow conditions that may detach the inclusions from the steel/refractory interface. 

(5) Sintering: If the NMIs are not detached, they will sinter forming a solid structure due to the high 

temperatures involved.  
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Further inclusions collide and attach to each other, forming a strong network and continuously reduce the 

inner diameter of the SEN
[11,12]

.  

 

Deposition of NMI at a steel/refractory interface mechanism 

 

Figure 3. The deposition mechanism of NMIs transported from the bulk flow region into the boundary layer at the 

steel/refractory interface: Transport, separation, adhesion, and detachment or sintering; Detail A represents the cavity contour, 

which is determined by and the contact angle between the NMI and the steel, θ1, and the contact angle between the nozzle wall 

and the steel, θ2
[43–45,47,48,51]. 

 

In this section, the deposition mechanism of deoxidation products at the SEN wall has been introduced. In 

the following, the separation, adhesion and detachment steps are investigated in detail. In these steps, the 

interfacial properties of the system “NMI-molten steel-refractory” are believed to play a key role. No 

further analysis of the transport or sintering steps is given.  

 

1.1.1 Separation of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface 

 

When a micro-oxide is brought to the vicinity of a refractory wall, it is necessary for the particle to force 

back the thin film of metal covering the wall before it can make contact with the surface. The energy 

required to force back the metal can result from either the inertial force of the particle or from the decrease 

in interfacial energy resulting from the adhesion of the inclusion to the wall
[53]

.  The free energy change, 

ΔG, for the separation of a particle in a refractory wall is represented in Equation (1), 

 

∆G = σ ∙ [cos(θ1) + cos(θ2)] ( 1 ) 
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where σ is the surface tension of the molten steel, θ1 is the contact angle of the inclusion with the molten 

steel and θ2 is the contact angle between the refractory and the molten steel. More detail on how to obtain 

Equation (1) is given in Appendix A. 

 

If ∆G < 0 the separation is thermodinamically feasible and thus the micro-oxides will separate at the 

steel/refractory interface. Inclusions with large contact angles (θ > 90 deg. in Figure 4), which are non-

wetted by the molten steel, will have larger negative ∆G values than inclusions with low θ values and 

therefore they will separate easier from the liquid steel
[53–55]

. 

 

Figure 4. Evolution of the contact angle from 0 deg. (complete wetting) to 180 deg. (non-wetting). 

 

The contact angle of solid oxides and molten steel is found to be non-wetting in most cases. In Table 3, 

the contact angles for different oxides are presented; e.g. 137 deg. between Al2O3/pure iron and 110 deg. 

for ZrO2/pure iron
[11,12,53,54]

.  

 

Table 3. Contact angles between different solid or liquid oxides and liquid iron. 

Material 
Contact angle 

deg. 

Material 
Contact angle, 

deg. 
Liquid metal/Liquid 

Substrate 

Liquid metal/Solid 

Substrate 

Steel/ 

Liquid[54] 

CaO·Al2O3 

36/64 
65 

Pure Fe/ 

Solid[53,54] 

Al2O3 137±10 

Mullit 130±10 

MgO 125±10 

CaO·Al2O3 

50/50 
44[56]-58 

CaO 125±10 

MnO 113±10 

SiO2 113 

CaO·Al2O3 

58/42 
54 

ZrO2 110±10 

TiO2 80 

 

In Figure 5, the free energy change, given by Equation (1), is presented for the separation of an alumina 

NMI at: 
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(1) A steel/Al2O3-based refractory interface in Point (A-A). The Al2O3-based refractory has a contact 

angle with steel of approximately 137 deg. 

(2) A steel/ZrO2-based refractory interface in Point (Z-A). The ZrO2-based refractory has a contact 

angle with steel of approximately 110 deg. 

Both points indicate that the free energy change is negative, and thus that the separation is 

thermodynamically feasible. However, the selection of a ZrO2-based material, in Point (Z-A), reduces the 

separation tendency of alumina inclusions in comparison with the selection of an Al2O3-based material in 

Point (A-A). The reason for the lower tendency of separation of alumina inclusions at the ZrO2-based 

refractory is its better wettability with the steel in comparison with the alumina-based refractory. 

 

Figure 5. Free energy change when an alumina NMI separation at two different refractories: (1) An Al2O3-based refractory in 

Point (A-A), and (2) a ZrO2-based refractory in Point (Z-A), given by Equation (1). 

 

Unlike solid oxides, the contact angle between liquid oxides and molten steel is commonly found to be 

wetting. Table 3 indicates that liquid calcium aluminates have a contact angle with molten steel between 

40-65 deg.
[11,12,54]

. Figure 6 presents the free energy change (given by Equation (1)) when two different 

NMIs separate at an Al2O3-based refractory. Those NMIs inclusions are listed here:  

(1) Solid Al2O3   

(2) Liquid CaO·Al2O3. 

While the solid alumina NMI shows a negative change of free energy of -3,5 N/m in Point (A-A); the 

liquid calcium aluminate shows a positive change of free energy of + 0.2 N/m in Point (A-CA). ΔG > 0 

indicates that the separation of these inclusions is not favorable thermodynamically. Liquid inclusions 

may present an advantage for the reduction of clogging problems during continuous casting in comparison 

with solid inclusions.  
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Figure 6. Free energy change, ΔG, when two different NMIs: (1) solid Al2O3 in Point (A-A), and (2) liquid CaO·Al2O3 in Point 

(A-CA), separate at an Al2O3-based SEN refractory given by Equation (1). 

 

The behavior of solid and liquid inclusions regarding the clogging problem is proved to be different due to 

their different wettability behavior with the molten steel. Solid inclusions normally present contact angles 

higher than 90 deg. while liquid inclusions present a contact angle between 40-60 deg.. 

 

1.1.2 Adhesion of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface 

 

 

Figure 7. Attractive and detachment forces acting on a NMI adhered at the steel/refractory interface. 

The NMIs adhered at a steel/refractory interface may be subjected to attractive forces, which keep the 

particles at the wall, and to other external forces which force the NMIs to be detached, as shown in Figure 
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7. Two different attractive forces will be investigated: Adhesion and Van der Waals forces. The 

detachment forces analyzed are related to the inclusion material properties, such as buoyancy force and to 

the fluid flow such as drag and lift force. 

 

(1) Adhesion force: 

 

If a spherical inclusion approaches a nozzle wall, the steel in the contact area withdraws, leaving a cavity 

as it is represented in Figure 3
[43–45,47]

. The adhesion of particles in terms of capillary or cavity forces is a 

direct consequence of the surface contour of the bridge-fluid phase
[57,58]

 and it is attributed to the fact that 

steel is unlikely to wet solid non-metallic inclusions. The cavity might be filled with: 

 

(1) gaseous components originally dissolved in the melt 

(2) gaseous components coming from the refractory 

(3) melt vapor, or 

(4) liquid phases forming due to a local rise in the oxygen concentration.  

 

Fisher
[59]

 expressed the adhesion force, FA, in terms of a cavity formation, considering the tension exerted 

by the steel-fluid interface and the resultant force when the cavity pressure is lower than in the steel. Two 

methods are established for the calculation of adhesion forces, and they differ in the point at which the 

forces are applied
[57,58,60,61]

. For the boundary method, the force is calculated on the contact line between 

solid, liquid, and gas, whereas the force is calculated at the thinnest point of the cavity for the neck 

method. Both methods show reasonable accuracy theoretically, experimentally, and numerically
[62]

. In this 

work, the adhesion force will be calculated at the thinnest point of the cavity. 

 

If R2 is the radius at the thinnest point of the neck of fluid connecting the two bodies, the tension exerted 

by the interface at the neck is 2πR2σ, and the tensile force due to the pressure difference is πR2
2∆P. The 

force balance calculated at the thinnest point of the neck is written as follows: 

 

FA =  2πR2σ +  πR2
2∆P ( 2 ) 

 

where σ is the surface tension of molten steel and ∆P is the pressure difference between the steel and the 

cavity phases
[43–45,47,48,50,63]

. 
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The mechanical equilibrium of the bridge interface is given by the Young-Laplace equation (Equation 

(3)), which relates the pressure difference across the interface to both the mean curvature of the interface 

and the interfacial tension between the contacting fluids
[7,58,60]

. 

 

∆P =  σ ∙ (
1

R1

−
1

R2

) ( 3 ) 

 

where R1 and R2 are the cavity radii. The Young-Laplace equation is required for calculating the adhesion 

force. However, both the mean curvature and the pressure difference across the steel/cavity interface are 

not directly known due to the lack of in situ observations. In this case, the difference pressure will be 

estimated and the cavity geometry is approximated.  

 

The pressure inside the cavity is assumed to be lower than the molten steel pressure and it is chosen
[47]

 the 

vapor pressure of iron at 1600°C is 6.7 Pa, and the outer pressure will be defined as the atmospheric 

pressure plus the local ferrostatic pressure. A pressure difference of 1.8·10
5 

Pa at 1 m depth
[43]

 is assumed 

here as a rough estimate for the current work. In Appendix B, more details regarding the selection of the 

pressure value are given.  

 

The mean curvature of the bridge, given by R1 and R2 in Figure 8, can be calculated based on two 

different approximations: (1) the toroidal approximation that assumes a constant curvature of the contour 

[57,58]
 and (2) the bridge volume approximation

[50,51,64]
 determined by minimizing the Gibbs free energy of 

the gas cavity. More details about both approximations and a comparison between them are given in 

Appendix C. Both approaches show good accuracy. In this work, the cavity contour, defined by R1 and 

R2, will be calculated using the Approach (1), by solving Equation (4), (5) and (6) 

 

Figure 8. Attraction force between a NMI and a nozzle wall by a bridge formation for particle distance d<<r1. 
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−∆P(r1+r2)∙R2
'3

− 3σ(r1+r2)∙𝐑𝟐
′𝟐+ {[−2r1r2σ(cos θ1 + cos θ2)] − [2r1r2L∆P] − [L2(r1 + r2)∆P]

+ [
Lσ(r1 − r2)(r2 cos θ2 − r1 cos θ1) + ∆PL2(r1 − r2)2

(r1 + r2 + d)
]} 𝐑𝟐

′ +Lσ [−2r1r2 + L(r1 + r2)

+
L(r1 − r2)2

(r1 + r2 + L)
] = 0 →  𝐑𝟐

′  

( 4 ) 

R2  =  R2
′ ∙ sin α ( 5 ) 

R1=
R2

′ σ

σ + ∆P ∙ R2
′  ( 6 ) 

 

where r1 and r2 are the inclusion and the refractory radii, respectively; θ1 and θ2 are the contact angle 

between the inclusion and the molten steel and the wall and the molten steel, respectively; α is an auxiliary 

angle, R2
′  is an auxiliary radius and L is the particle distance from the wall.   

 

The bridge force between two particles reaches a more or less constant value when increasing the size of 

one particle, keeping the second one at a constant size. To explore this configuration in detail, we consider 

the adhesion force between two spherical particles approaching each other. Assume that the first particle 

has a 2.5 µm radius (r1) and is a non-metallic inclusion formed due to steel deoxidation and assume the 

second particle (r2) originates from the refractory material. Both particles are aluminum oxides with a 

corresponding contact angle of 137 deg. with the molten steel. In Figure 9, the influence of the size of the 

second particle on the adhesion force is shown as a function of r2 at a melt depth of 1 m and 1.8 N/m of 

molten steel surface tension, and this curve was plotted by solving Equations (2-6). When the size of the 

refractory particle (r2) is increased, the force rises until it reaches a constant value when the diameter is 

greater than approximately 50 µm. In other words, if the refractory particle is much bigger than the non-

metallic inclusion (r1 << r2), the adhesion force between a non-metallic inclusion and a refractory wall can 

be calculated explicitly. This approach will be used for the rest of the adhesion force calculations in this 

work. 
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Figure 9.  Influence of the size of the second particle, r2, on the adhesion force. 

 

(2) Van der Waals force 

The second attractive force considered is the van der Waals force, which is always present at distances 

from several nm to the size of the interatomic spacings. When the interparticle distance is smaller than the 

inclusions size, the van der Waals force acting between two spherical inclusions of different sizes is given 

by the Equation (7): 

 

FvdW  =  −AH

1

6L2
∙

r1r2

r1 + r2
 ∀   L ≪ r1 ( 7 ) 

 

where ri is the radius of the spherical particle (i=1,2) (m), L is the interparticle distance (m) and AH is the 

Hamaker constant (J)
[43,65]

. Van der Waals forces greatly change with the interparticle distance and the 

particle size. If the radius of the second particle is much larger than the first particle (r1 ≪ r2)
[65]

, the van 

der Waals force will be given by Equation (8): 

 

FvdW  =  −AH ∙
r1

6L2
   ∀   L ≪ r1 &r1 ≪ r2 ( 8 ) 
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As can be seen from Equations (7) and (8), the van der Waals force is directly proportional to the 

Hamaker constant.  Different values for the Hamaker constant (AH) are found in bibliography, see Table 

4. The difference between these four Hamaker constant values is hidden on the selection of the solid iron 

Hamaker constant, called A11. Sasai et al.
[43,47]

 and Mizoguchi et al.
 [48]

 used 21.2∙10
-20

 J which is the solid 

iron Hamaker constant at room temperature as an approximation. However, Xuan et al. discussed that the 

Hamaker constant of solid iron cannot represent the one of liquid iron. Lin et at. have used it but they did 

not consider the parameters of the different oxides inclusions. The Hamaker constant depends on the 

material properties and the steel temperature, and the value was corrected and used in this work is the one 

offered by Xuan et al.
[52]

.  

Table 4. Hamaker constant for van der Waals calculation. 

Reference 
AH 

J 

Lin et al.
[52]

 3.98∙10-19 

Sasai et al.
[43,47]

 0.23∙10-19 

Mizoguchi et al.
[48]

 0.045∙10-19 

Xuan et al.
[52]

 14.3∙10-19 

 

Although the exact distance of the bridge formation is unknown due to the difficulties of in situ 

observation of molten steel, the results of calculations in Figure 10 barely show any change in the 

adhesion force at small distances. At intermolecular distances, the van der Waals forces will be significant 

and will rapidly increase with a decrease in distance between the molecules. Note the regime 

discrimination between the molecular and the continuum capillary forces at a cut-off distance of roughly 

10 nm, in accordance with the mean free path of the molecules. Additionally, it should be mentioned that 

both forces increase with the inclusion size.  
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Figure 10. Van der Waals and adhesion as attractive force contribution and their specific range in terms of interparticle 

distance. 

 

Since the relevant particle wall distances due to the cavity bridges clearly exceed molecular ranges, van 

der Waals forces will not be considered in the remainder of this analysis. 

 

1.1.3 Detachment of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface 

 

A NMI adhered by a fluid cavity to a refractory may be detached by several force contributions as shown 

in Figure 7. Buoyancy, drag, and lift forces are considered in the following analysis as possible sources 

for detachment of the inclusion. Figure 11 represents the forces considered in the system. 

 

 

Figure 11. Forces analyzed on a NMI in adhered at a steel/refractory interface in the boundary layer. (FA = adhesion force, FB = 

buoyancy force, FL= lift force, and FD = drag force) 
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To simplify the analysis, it will be assumed that the main motion of a particle in the liquid steel is 

dominated by translation; rotational or swirling motion of the particle in the near-wall region will, 

therefore, be neglected. 

 

(1) Buoyancy force 

 

Each NMI submerged in molten steel experiences an upward force opposing its weight, known as 

buoyancy force, FB. The buoyancy force depends on the density difference between the inclusion and the 

steel, the gravity acceleration, and the volume of the submerged inclusion, and is given by the following 

equation: 

 

FB = 
π

6
d1

3(ρS − ρ
1

)g ( 9 ) 

 

where d1 is the inclusion diameter (m), ρS and ρ1 are the density of the molten steel and the inclusion 

(kg/m
3
), respectively, and g is the gravity acceleration (m/s

2
). 

 

(2) Fluid flow forces 

 

The behavior of adhered NMIs may be influenced as well by the fluid flow in the near-wall region. The 

flow profile in a circular SEN is characterized by the dimensionless Reynolds number shown in Equation 

(10), and it depends on the ratio of the inertial forces to viscous forces in the fluid.  

 

Re =
Inertial forces

Viscous forces
=

uavgΦSEN

υ
= {

Re ≤
 2300 < Re ≤

Re >

 2300
 4000
 4000

→ Laminar flow
→ Transitional flow
→ Turbulent flow

 ( 10 ) 

 

where uavg is the average flow velocity (m/s), ΦSEN is the SEN diameter (m), and υ is the kinematic 

viscosity of the steel (m
2
/s). The laminar flow can be maintained eventually at much higher Reynolds 

number (up to 10,000) in very smooth pipes.  

 

In a fully developed laminar flow, the velocity profile remains unchanged in the flow direction. The 

velocity profile represented in Figure 12 is parabolic, with a maximum at the centerline and minimum 

(zero) at the wall. The profile is of the general form: 
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u(x) = 2uavg (1 −
x2

(2ΦSEN)2
) ( 11 ) 

 

where x is the radial distance from the centerline of the SEN and uavg is the average velocity in the flow 

cross section, roughly corresponding to one-half of the maximum velocity. 

 

The turbulent flow along a wall as often encountered in practice is described by four regions that are a 

function of their distance from the wall: laminar layer, buffer layer, transition layer and turbulent layer. 

The laminar layer plays a dominant role in flow characteristics due to the large velocity gradient that 

occurs. The velocity profile for turbulent flow is quite flat compared to the laminar profile (Figure 12), 

with a sharp drop near the nozzle wall.  

 

 

Figure 12. Velocity profile for a laminar flow (L) and a turbulent flow (T) in a nozzle. 

 

The velocity profile in the laminar layer in dimensionless form is known as “the law of the wall for 

smooth surfaces” and is shown in Equation (12) 

 

u

u∗
=

yu∗

υ
  ∀  0 ≤

yu∗

υ
≤ 5 ( 12 ) 

u∗ = √
τw

ρ
 ( 13 ) 

τw = μ ∙ u̇ = (ρ𝑆υ) ∙ u̇   ∀  u ̇ =  
du

dy
 ( 14 ) 
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where u∗ is the friction velocity (m/s), 𝜏𝑤 is the shear stress (kg/ms
2
), μ the dynamic viscosity of steel (kg/ms) 

and υ is the kinematic viscosity of steel (m
2
/s), u̇ represents the velocity gradient in the laminar layer (s

-1
) 

and y is the distance from the wall (m).  

From Equation (15), the thickness of the laminar sublayer, δ, is calculated and is proportional to the 

kinematic viscosity and inversely proportional to the friction velocity, as defined above.  

 

δ =
5υ

u∗
 ( 15 ) 

 

Force contributions exerted on an adhered particle in the near region of a nozzle wall are analyzed as 

follows. 

Table 5. SEN characteristics. 

ΦSEN umax 
Re 

δ uδ 

mm m/s µm m/s 

30 
1 21,000 ~370 0.05 

2 42,000 ~260 0.07 

In Table 5, the flow characteristics of a 30 mm in diameter SEN nozzle are presented. The Reynolds 

number indicates the presence of a turbulent regime inside the pipe for both velocities. The increase of the 

steel flow velocity in the pipe from 1 to 2 m/s causes a decrease of nearly 100 µm in the thickness of the 

laminar layer. Thus, the laminar layer gets thinner when the velocity is increased. In addition, the velocity 

in the laminar layer, uδ, is in the range of 0.05-0.07 m/s at the limit of the boundary layer and zero next to 

the wall. 

 

a) Drag force 

 

A spherical inclusion adhered to the nozzle experiences a drag force due to the relative movement of 

molten steel. The drag force, FD, depends on the inclusion surface and on the molten steel properties, such 

as velocity and density according to Equation (16)
[7,43,47]

 

 

FD =  CD

ρur
2

2
A1 ( 16 ) 

 

where CD is the drag coefficient, A1 is the projected area of the inclusion toward the flow direction, 

defined as πd1
2 4⁄  (m

2
) and ur is the relative velocity between the inclusion and the molten steel at the 

inclusion’s mass center (m/s). The drag coefficient on a sphere in steady motion can be estimated by using 
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the empirical correlation proposed by Lapple, given in Equation (17)
[43,47,66]

. This equation is an 

interpolation between the Stokes and the Newton regimes in order to cover the range of cases that will be 

presented later in this work. 

 

CD =  
24 ∙ (1 + 0,15 ∙ Rep

2/3
)

Rep
    ∀    Rep =

ur d
1

υ
 ≤ 1000 ( 17 ) 

 

Due to the small particle sizes involved, the particle Reynolds number, Rep, will be quite small. Thus, the 

non-stationary drag force terms, such as virtual mass force and Basset force, are not important and 

therefore will not be considered.  

 

b) Lift force 

 

In addition to the drag force, the flow passing around the adhered inclusion may create a difference in 

pressure resulting in a lifting force normal to the wall
[67,68]

. Leighton and Acrivos
[69,70]

 defined an 

expression for the lift force acting on a sphere resting on a wall, FL, according to Equation (18), 

FL =  9,22ReG(u̇μr1
2) ∀  ReG =

u̇r1
2

υ
 ( 18 ) 

where ReG is the shear Reynolds number. 

 

In this section, the deposition mechanism of NMIs coming from steel deoxidation at the nozzle wall was 

presented. Separation, adhesion and detachment step were the focus. The separation tendency was proved 

to be higher for solid NMIs than for liquid inclusions due to its different wettability with molten steel. 

NMIs adhered at the interface by adhesion forces due to the formation of a fluid bridge. Furthermore, the 

may be detached since they are subjected to other forces such as buoyancy, drag and lift. The mentioned 

forces were explained here.  

 

1.2 Clogging countermeasures 

 

Over decades a number of clogging-countermeasures were developed to reduce clogging problems in 

continuous casting. Some of these methods are summarized as follows:  

 

(1) Change of the nozzle material: selection of materials with lower wettability with molten 

steel or use of alternative nozzle materials
[13,71,72]

.  
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(2) Modification of deoxidation products by complete or partial conversion to low melting 

phases by calcium treatment of the steel
[11,13,73–86]

.  

(3) Application of degassing or vacuum operations among other treatments for better 

cleanness, meaning to decrease the number of non-metallic inclusions in the steel, in order to 

decrease the attachment frequency of deoxidation products
[11,13,73–86]

. 

(4) Argon injection to reduce contacts between inclusions and the nozzle wall, and promote the 

removal of inclusions by flotation
[9,11,13,23,24,87–89]

.  

(5) Development of new nozzle designs for a better control of the steel flow and improvement of 

the insulation and control of the nozzle roughness. Some examples are annular step 

nozzles
[90]

, electrochemical cell nozzles
[91]

, nozzles with heat insulation
[92]

, bubble curtain 

nozzles
[93]

, and several others
[94,95]

. 

 

However, even making use of some these precautions, they can not always prevent clogging
[96]

. Each of 

these methods has met with partial success, but none has been yet accepted as a single solution by the 

majority of casters
[96]

. The reason is that clogging is the result of a complex mechanism which depends on 

the steel grade produced, process route, and  equipment characteristics. And thus, the presented 

countermeasures may be addapted to each production site.  

 

Table 6. Clogging influential factors and countermeasures. 

Influential 

 factor 

Improvement 

mechanism 

Property 

modified 
Countermeasure References 

(1) 
Nozzle 

material 
Decrease in 

adhesion force 

between 

inclusion and 

nozzle 

Refractory 

wettability 

Standard- nozzle 

material 
[13,36,71,72,97–

109]
 

Selective reactivity 

(2) 

Modification 

of 

deoxidation 

products 

NMIs 

wettability 
Ca-treatment of steel 

[11,13,60,73–86]
 

(3) 
Argon 

 injection 

Elimination of 

adhesion force 

No-contact 

NMI and 

Refractory 

Argon injection 

through the nozzle- 

NMIs collector 

[9,11,13,23,24,87–

89]
 

 

From the previous clogging-countermeasures presented, only the ones related with changes on the 

interfacial properties of the system “NMIs-Molten Steel-Refractory” will be developed here. In Table 6, 

these countermeasures are summarized. The first two measures refer to the reduction of the adhesion 
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forces by improvement of the wettability of the three-phase system; Whereas, the third measure intends 

the suppression of the adhesion force by eliminating the direct contact between the NMIs and the 

refractory wall.  

 

In the following sections, the three most common countermeasures against clogging will be discussed 

more in detail: Change of the nozzle material, the modification of harmful inclusions and the use of 

purging gases to float particles in the tundish and to reduce the contacts between particles and the 

steel/SEN interface.  

 

1.2.1 Change of nozzle material 

 

The selection of refractory materials for the SEN should fulfil the requirements listed below
[110,111]

: 

 

(1) Minimize the impact to the final product (proper chemistry); 

(2) Protect the liquid steel against reoxidation and nitrogen pick-up; 

(3) Ensure optimum flow patterns in the mold; 

(4) Thermal shock, corrosion, and abrasion resistance; 

(5) Do not cause safety and/or environmental concerns; 

(6) Design the refractory to meet the desired number of heats or number of casting minutes; 

(7) Minimize cost per ton. 

 

One of the most important parameters to select the correct SEN-refractory and eliminate effects such as 

corrosion, reactivity, and/or clogging, is the wettability. In Section 1.1 was introduced the importance of 

the wettability between “NMI & Molten Steel” and “Refractory & Molten Steel” regarding the NMI 

separation at the steel/refractory interface. If the refractory wettability is improved the separation tendency 

is reduced as presented in Figure 5. Thus, refractories with better wettability with steel will be selected.  

 

However, refractories with good wettability with liquid steel generally exhibit a higher reactivity with 

steel. Eustatopoulos et al.
[10]

 conclude that it appears to be impossible to find a refractory nozzle material 

with a low contact angle (below 60-40 deg.) without a high reactivity
[10,112]

. Thus, a SEN with a contact 

angle lower than 40 deg. should not be selected.  
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In many cases, the reactivity is not desired; Nevertheless, there are a few refractories which may present a 

selective reaction with the alumina inclusions to form low-melting eutectic phases, such as lime-

bearing
[36,71,97,98,100,101,104]

, calcium zirconate nozzle materials
[97,99,100,105]

, calcium titanate materials
[36,103]

, 

O’-SiAlON-ZrO2 materials
[102]

, BN-enriched materials
[72]

. These materials are selected for their ability to 

form low melting compounds as a result of the reaction between the refractory and the solid alumina 

particles from the steel. The mechanism is described as follows:  

 

(1) The NMIs transported from the bulk region to the boundary layer eventually may come in contact 

with the nozzle refractory.  

(2) At this point, CaO diffuses from the nozzle into each Al2O3 inclusion attached. This changes the 

inclusion composition, causing them to be liquid at steel temperatures
[71,104]

. This step is illustrated 

in Figure 13-a). 

(3) The alumina accumulates at the nozzle causing gradual liquefying of the surface layer of the 

nozzle wall forming a liquid/inclusion matrix layer in the wall. If the inclusions build up on the 

nozzle surface faster than CaO is supplied, the nozzle wall will not be able to liquefy all the 

inclusions present at the interface and thus clogging can proceed. The force of the flowing steel 

may wash away large pieces of the liquefied layer, leading to erosion of the nozzle wall
[104]

.  

 

The change in morphology of the NMIs (from solid to liquid) facilitates the detachment of the 

inclusion from the wall. The advantage of this method is that prevents alumina clogs and increases the 

nozzle life. However, this methodology causes erosion of the nozzle wall. 

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 13. a) Formation of alumina oxides in low melting-type compounds as a result of the reaction between the solid NMIs and 

the refractory, and b) Refractories containing silicon and carbon clogging mechanism. 
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Commonly applied SENs were made of alumina, silica and graphite. However, this type of refractory is 

proved to be prone to clog the SEN. The mechanism behind the clogging of this SENs is described as 

follows and is illustrated in Figure 13-b)
[108]

:  

(1) Carbon is expected to react with SiO2 forming gaseous products like SiO and CO. The reaction 

gas products diffuse into the molten steel. 

(2) CO and SiO gas react with aluminum dissolved in the steel forming a solid layer of alumina at the 

steel/refractory interface.  

 

The more usual development are the carbon free refractories
[106–109]

. The carbon is removed by oxidation 

of the inner surface of the SEN and thus, there is not supply SiO (g) and CO (g) to the molten steel 

avoiding the reaction with the dissolved Al. In addition, their stable surface condition due to the lack of 

carbon is advantageous in retaining surface flatness and wettability
[106]

.  

 

1.2.2 Modification of deoxidation products 

 

Another possibility to reduce the deposition of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface is to modify the 

deoxidation products by calcium treatment of the steel
[11,13,73–86]

. The calcium reacts with aluminum in the 

steel forming liquid calcium aluminates which are less likely to separate and adhere at the steel/ceramic 

interface as stated in Figure 6 of in Section (1.1.1).  

 

Calcium treatment is a widely employed method to modify Al2O3 inclusions. Its addition in the molten 

steel could modify oxide inclusions, performed the desulphurization of steel and control shape of sulphide 

inclusions. The CaO-Al2O3 binary phase diagram
[81]

, shown in Figure 14-a), indicates that liquidus 

temperature is pronouncedly lowered when the two oxides are dissolved in each other. The principle 

behind the modification of solid alumina inclusions is the reaction of dissolved Ca with Al2O3 to produce 

liquid CaO-Al2O3 inclusions avoiding the formation of the solid intermediate phases. However, 

insufficient or superfluous addition of Ca leads to incomplete or excessive modification of alumina 

inclusions and the formation of solid calcium aluminates or CaS, which are detrimental to the castability 

of  steels containing more than 200 ppm of sulphur
[83]

.  
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Calcium treatment mechanism 

 

a) b)  

Figure 14. a) Binary phase diagram CaO-Al2O3
[81]  b) Modification mechanism of inclusions during calcium treatment in the 

molten line-pipe steels. Modified from reference[83]. 

 

Ren et al.
[83]

 described the mechanism inclusions during calcium treatment in molten line pipe steel in 

Figure 14-b): 

 

(1) Irregular Al2O3 inclusions generate during deoxidation.  

(2) After addition of Ca-Si alloy, the Ca immediately reacts with S. A CaS outer is formed on the 

Al2O3 inclusion.  

(3) CaS and Al2O3 or O reaction is produced and a layer of xCaO·yAl2O3 is generated between the 

Al2O3 core and the CaS layer. The produced sulphur enters back to the molten steel from the 

inclusion. Gradually, more and more xCaO·yAl2O3 is generated. The core of the Al2O3 inclusion 

is diminishing and the CaS phase reduce to disappearing. The CaS immediately generated after Ca 

treatment as a transitional product and disappears as the reaction progress. 

(4) Eventually, the Al2O3 inclusion modifies to a spherical liquid calcium aluminate.  

 

1.2.3 Argon injection  

 

Argon injection is commonly practiced in the tundish and in the flow control system of the mould, among 

other locations. It consists in the injection of argon bubbles through holes in the refractory, purging plug 

or purging beams to mix into the flowing liquid steel
[96]

. This methodology intends to
[9,11,13,23,24,87–89,96,113]

:  

 

(1) Promote the removal of inclusions by installation of a purging beam in the bottom of the tundish,  
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(2) Reduce possible contacts of the inclusions with the nozzle wall by injecting argon at the stopper 

tip or  

(3) Formation of a gas layer at the nozzle wall by injection of argon at the SEN.  

 

These effects are illustrated in Figure 15.  

 

Sahai et al.
[96]

 demonstrated by plan trials and water modelling experiments, the beneficial effects of Ar 

gas injection in a tundish. When argon purging was applied, the number of large inclusions (between 20-

100 µm) was reduced significantly. The alumina particles, which are not wetted by the liquid steel, are 

captured by gas bubbles and floated up to be removed
[93,114]

. Plant scale experiments
[115,116]

 showed a 

significant reduction of the number of NMIs in cast slabs. Kumar et al.
[115]

 observed a reduction from 33-

70 % in inclusions from 25-50 µm, respectively. In addition, they observed a significant reduction in 

alumina deposition in the SEN. After an eight-heat sequence, the percentage of area clogged in the SEN 

was reduced from 35% in a normal tundish to 22% in the tundish with bottom bubbling
[115,116]

. 

 

 

Figure 15. Schematic representation of the tundish, SEN and mould: (1) Argon purging bean in the tundish for the removal of 

inclusions by flotation, (2) Argon injection at the stopper tip, and (3) Argon injection at the SEN. 

 

In other to reduce clogging the injection of inert gas can be as well performed at the stopper rod tip. The 

addition of argon at this position increases the pressure below the throttling point and reduces the alumina 

build up in the casting nozzle
[113]

. Several methods of Ar injection into the SEN are designed for achieving 
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the defined objective as seen in Figure 16
[96]

. The injection of argon in the SEN is not very common in an 

industrial scale, being more typically injected at the stopper tip. 

 

 

Figure 16. Different configurations of gas injection through SEN[96] and stopper rod. 

 

Table 7 summarizes the advantages of argon as a countermeasure, as well as several side effects or 

disadvantages. The argon acts as a protection of the refractory to react with the steel and to avoid NMIs 

interactions, and thus reduce clogging; in addition, increases turbulence and promotes NMIs flotation. The 

argon injection depends on the steel flow and gas rate flow, needs an optimized SEN design and depends 

on the bubble size[115,116]. These parameters, among others, need adjustment for a proper application of the 

argon purging in the flow control system. Otherwise, the argon injection could affect the flow patterns and 

could disrupt the operation leading to clogging and to defects in the final product surface.  

 

Table 7. Advantages and disadvantages of argon injection[9,88,89]. 

Ar injection 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Prevention of the NMIs to contact the wall Modification of the flow pattern 

Flush off NMIs due to increase of the 

turbulence 

Defects in final product surface; such as 

“Pencil pipe” and blister defects  

Promote NMIs flotation Operational problems 

Reduction of air aspiration through the 

nozzle 
Steel reoxidation  

Prevention of chemical reactions between 

steel and refractory 
Entrapment of the mold powder 
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Different clogging countermeasures during steelmaking have been summarized. Three of them have been 

further explained:  

(1) The material selection of the SEN refractory. The wettability of the material has been pointed out 

to be an important parameter for the material selection. 

(2) The calcium treatment of the steel. The morphology change of the NMI induces the wettability of 

the NMIs by the steel, hence reducing the tendency of the inclusions to adhere at the 

steel/refractory interface.  

(3) The argon injection is used to reduce clogging by protection of the SEN refractory and thus avoid 

the adhesion between the NMIs and the refractory wall.  

 

These three countermeasures are based on the reduction or supression of the adhesion forces by modifying 

the interfacial properties of the system “NMI-Molten Steel-Refractory”. 

 

In the following chapters, these clogging countermeasures are proved to reduce clogging in the SEN 

region during steelmaking production. The development of a set-up for NMIs obsevation by means of 

High-Temperature Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (HT-LSCM) is presented in Chapter 2. A 

detachment criteria is developed in Chaper 3 and 4 and is used to defined the critical conditions for a 

NMIs detachment from a steel/refractory and steel/gas interface. Different cases are proposed and solved 

in order to study the effect of certain properties such as contact angle, the NMIs size or the role of the gas 

phase in the clogging phenomena. 
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2 Clogging evaluation 

In this chapter, the clogging evaluation methods are presented and classified into direct and indirect 

methods. Finally, the High-Temperature Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy (HT-LSCM) methodology 

is selected to get a further understanding on how the wettability properties of the system NMI-Molten 

Steel-Refractory may affect the clogging problem from a qualitative point of view. The experimental set 

up, limitations, evaluation and test results are detailed here.   

 

Table 8. Clogging evaluation by direct and indirect methods. 

Clogging evaluation 

Direct methods Ref. Indirect method Ref. 

Investigation 

of Clogged 

samples 

From plant 

trials 

[13,17,32,72,73,7

6,81,82,86,87,117

–132]
 

NMIs formation, 

modification and 

characterization  

2D 

[50,51,61,64,83–

86,130,131,133–

138]
 

3D [50,51,64,83]
 

From casting 

operation at 

small scale 

[8,11,12,18,22,40

–42,78,139–143]
 

Wettability 

properties- DSA 

Steel/Refractory 

& Steel/NMI 

[128,144]
 

NMIs behavior at 

different interfaces- 

HT-LSCM 

Liquid steel [6,145–162]
 

Slag  [6,14,163–171]
 

Refractory [6,147,148]
 

 
Refractory 

characterization 

Stability with steel [28,172]
 

Erosion and 

corrosion 

[19,27,29,30,34,97–

99,102,109,119,173

–175]
 

Permeability [21,103]
 

Thermochemical 

reactions 

[38,175]
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Over the last decades, much research has been done from side of steelmakers and researchers in order to 

clarify the clogging sources. Two preferable methodologies are shown in Table 8: direct methods that 

investigate the clogging deposits in a used SEN and, indirect methods, which investigate how isolated 

parameters such as the interfacial properties of the system “NMI-Molten Steel-Refractory” may affect to 

the clogging problem. The last ones should be seen as qualitative sources in order to understand the 

physical phenomena behind the problem. 

 

The direct investigation of the clogged-SEN deposits has been the focus of many researchers: 

 

(1) Investigation of clogged samples produced during plant trials
[13,17,32,72,73,76,81,82,86,87,117–132]

. 

Clogged SENs from continuous casting are studied in order to identify the root cause of clogging. 

The informative value of this post mortem analysis is limited as it is mostly impossible to separate 

the initial causes of clogging from subsequent modifications of the clog by e. g. penetration of the 

clog by liquid steel.  

(2) Investigation of clogged samples from the simulation of the casting operation at small 

scale
[8,11,12,18,22,40–42,78,139–143]

. Here the steel is melted and poured through a nozzle. The clog 

interface is usually analyzed to determine the effect of the experimental conditions on clogging. 

However, these small-scale experiments are difficult to control with respect to the experimental 

conditions such as temperature, steel composition, number, size and composition of NMIs, 

pouring time, atmosphere control, among others. In addition, the quantification of these 

experiments is a challenge since the conditions of the experiment are not stable due to reoxidation 

or NMIs separation.   

 

The previously described experimental techniques allow a near process simulation of clogging. As already 

extensively described in Chapter 1, clogging is the result of a complex interaction of the formation and 

conditioning of inclusions in ladle treatment, interfacial phenomena at the steel/refractory interface, the 

fluid flow in the SEN, temperature losses in the flow control system as well as the access of air (oxygen) 

into the pouring system. Depending on the case only one of the listed influencing parameters or all of 

them might be of importance. The consideration of all possible influencing parameters in the laboratory 

simulation is impossible and the value of the experimental results is therefore limited.  

 

The indirect techniques study isolated effects of related clogging parameters such as nucleation, growth,  

and modification of NMIs and wettability of the system inclusion/steel or refractory/steel, among others. 

These techniques  have been gaining importance to make significant statements, as well as to verify the 
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simulation model predictions. Some of the clogging related parameters and its experimental techniques are 

summarized here: 

 

(1) NMIs formation, modification and characterization: Investigation of the influence of the 

treatment of steel by i. e. the addition of alloying elements on NMIs chemical composition, 

distribution, morphology, number and size. As an example, different deoxidation experiments are 

carried out where a certain amount of liquid steel is kept at a defined temperature and after 

addition of the deoxidizing elements, samples are taken at different times. Again, the experimental 

conditions to produce the desired inclusion population are difficult to control, and thus the 

experimental conclusions are difficult to establish since the conditions from one experimental set-

up to the next set-up might not be the same. Reasons may here be attributed to different crucible 

materials, differences in the raw material composition or the surrounding atmosphere. Further 

difficulties are induced due to the change with time of the steel composition, the number, size and 

composition of inclusions. After the experimental procedure chemical analysis and inclusions 

characterization are performed. In some cases, only single inclusions are investigated by light 

microscopy and then serve for the qualitative interpretation of the metallurgical phenomena. Other 

are based on extensive SEM/EDS analysis
[50,51,61,64,83–86,130,131,133–138]

 were conclusions are drawn on 

a statistical basis. But even in case of SEM/EDS the individual handling of the raw data makes 

comparisons difficult and so an inconsistency of results remains. Electrolytic extraction of 

NMIs
[50,51,64,83]

 is another method, here the size and shape of the NMIs analyzed by SEM/EDS is 

more accurate, however the number of NMIs analyzed depends on the observer. The analytical 

methods differ widely.  

(2) Wettability properties: Investigation of interfacial phenomena between molten steel and solid 

oxides such as wettability, surface tension and reactivity by means of high-temperature drop shape 

analyzer (HT-DSA) or Sessile Drop technique
[128,144]

. This technique is used to characterize the 

refractory and the NMIs interfacial properties with the steel. The main disadvantage of HT-DSA 

is related to the long experimental time required and the control of the furnace atmosphere to 

avoid reoxidation of the steel sample. In addition, the experiments require a further microscopic 

investigation to assure if the phases are stable or not. 

(3) NMIs behavior at different interfaces: Investigation of the NMIs’ behavior at different 

interfaces at steelmaking temperature by means of high-temperature laser scanning confocal 

microscopy (HT-LSCM). It permits the investigation of the NMIs clustering tendency in the 

liquid steel
[6,145–162]

, the inclusion dissolution in a slag phase
[6,14,163–171]

, as well as the separation 

behavior of inclusions at a steel/refractory interface
[6,147,148]

. This methodology shows a high 
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potential to predict how an interfacial property such as wettability influences the clogging 

tendency of certain steel grades. The data obtained are used as a qualitative source, since the 

experimental observation and the clogging phenomena occur at different interfaces. The 

experimental observation is performed at the steel surface in an argon atmosphere and the 

clogging phenomena occur at the steel/refractory interface in the bulk.  

a) In the bulk: The separation of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface in the bulk melt 

cannot yet be in situ observed. However, the tendency for separation of NMIs at 

different interfaces can be predicted in terms of interfacial energy.  

b) In the HT-LSCM: NMIs are observed at the steel surface, whenever they are at 

certain distance they tend to separate and agglomerate forming clusters. An 

attractive force is observed and may come from a capillary effect due to the 

formation of a meniscus around the NMIs. These forces are found in a range of 10
-

19
-10

-14
 N, depending on the NMIs size and interparticle distance. The HT-LSCM 

observations supplies valuable qualitative data regarding the separation tendency of 

NMIs at different interfaces  

(4) Refractory stability with steel by static accretion or crucible experiment
[28,172]

. Small refractory 

pieces are cut from SENs. Holes are machined into the refractory pieces and each one is used as a 

separate crucible to contain a given steel chemistry. Melting and holding steel in small crucibles 

allows researchers to conduct multiple experiments quickly but shows the same disadvantages as 

the dip tests. The purpose of this type of experiment is to determine the stability of the refractory 

material with the alumina inclusions coming from the steel and characterize metal/ceramic 

interactions.  

(5) Erosion and corrosion by refractory immersion or dip test
[19,27,29,30,34,97–99,102,109,119,173–175]

: An 

induction furnace melts the steel in an argon atmosphere. After killing the steel, samples of the 

refractory being tested are immersed and usually rotated in the molten steel for various lengths of 

time. The tests results in accretion formation on the refractory samples. However, the 

experimental conditions are difficult to control, especially the steel composition and the number 

and size of inclusions due to its change with the time, the steel flow does not correspond with the 

one inside the SEN. In addition, the quantification of these experiments becomes delicate since 

the experimental conditions are not stable and controllable. This method is preferable to provide 

qualitative information on the erosion and corrosion of nozzle refractory materials. 

(6) Others: Determination of the properties of the refractory; such as permeability
[21,103]

, and thermo-

chemical reactivity
[38,175]

.  
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Summing up, one cannot stablish any direct conclusions from the indirect methods since they only 

investigate isolated related clogging parameters. But these investigations are needed as a imput for 

computational simulation of metallurgical processes
[15,94,126,176–185]

. In the following sections, the HT-

LSCM is presented as a tool to investigate how the wettability of the system “NMI-Molten Steel-

Refractory” may influence the clogging tendency of certain steel grades.  

 

2.1 High-temperature laser scanning confocal microscopy (HT-LSCM) 

 

  
a) b) 

Figure 17. (a) HT-LSCM in the laboratory[186] and (b) transverse section through the infrared heating furnace [187] 
 

The high-temperature laser scanning confocal microscope (HT-LSCM) in Figure 17-a) implies the 

possibility of in-situ steel observations at temperatures up to 1700 °C with a very good image quality; due 

to the fact, that a violet laser with a wavelength of 405 µm is used as a light source. A Confocal Scanning 

Laser Microscope (VL2000DX from Lasertec) and a high temperature furnace (SVF17-SP from 

Yonekura) are used in this investigation. A schematic view of the high temperature furnace which shows 

an elliptic, gold coated inner contour is shown in Figure 17-b). The halogen lamp is situated in the bottom 

focal point of the furnace and the sample holder with the crucible and sample inside is located in the top 

focal point of the ellipse. The temperature is measured with a thermocouple fixed at the bottom side of the 

sample holder. High-purity argon with a flow rate of 125 cm
3
/min ensures a neutral atmosphere in the 

furnace. Additionally, the oxygen content in the furnace is measured for every experiment. The detailed 

configuration data can be found elsewhere
[147,186]

.  

 

The HT-LSCM is a strong tool which enables in situ observation of different high temperature 

metallurgical phenomena; by combining the advances of a laser, confocal optics and an infrared image 
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furnace. Some of the metallurgical phenomena investigated by HT-LSCM are summarized in Table 9. 

Phase transformation of certain steel grades, steel cleanness by the study of the inclusions’ dissolution in 

slags and the NMIs behavior in molten steel have occupated much of the HT-LSCM research investigation 

over the past 20 years. The current work deals with the in situ observation of NMIs at different interfaces. 

 

Table 9. Different metallurgical phenomena observed by means of HT-LSCM. 

Metallurgical phenomena References 

Phase 

transformations 

 in steel 

Peritectic phase transition 
[188–199]

 

Nucleation of acicular ferrite 
[200–211]

 

Austenite grain growth 
[187,212–220]

 

Other Phase Transformations 
[221–239]

 

Steel cleanness 
Inclusions dissolution in a slag phase 

[6,14,163–171,240]
 

In situ alloying and deoxidation 
[241,242]

 

Non-metallic 

inclusions 

behavior  

Agglomeration 

at liquid steel surface 
[6,145–162,243]

 

at steel/refractory 

interface 

[6,147,148]
 

 

Table 10 summarizes the state-of-the-art in research regarding the NMIs behavior at steel/Ar interface by 

HT-LSCM. A strong long-range attraction, over 10
-16 

N and extending as far as 50 µm, between 

alumina particles is firstly observed on the molten steel surface. Both the magnitude and the acting 

length of the attraction increase with the increase of particle size. The long-range attraction is found to 

be almost independent on the composition of steel melt, but greatly influenced by the physical 

properties (contact angle and density) and morphology (solid or liquid) of the NMIs[146]
. The strength 

of the capillary attraction force for NMIs pairs in molten steel regarding its morphology, was listed by Yin 

et al.
 [145]

 as follows in ascending order: liquid/liquid pair < liquid/semi-liquid pair < semi-liquid/semi-

liquid pair < liquid/solid pair < semi-liquid/solid pair, and finally solid/solid pair as the strongest.  

 

Furthermore, the HT-LSCM confers the possibility of the observation of NMIs at steel/refractory 

interfaces. Table 11 gives an overview on the research done on this topic. Aneziris et al.
[148]

 investigate 

the collision between inclusions when an endogenous inclusion is placed on the top of the steel sample to 

study the filtration efficiency of different steel filters. In the following section, the observation of the 

behavior of NMIs at a steel/ceramic interface will be investigated in relation with the clogging problem. 
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Table 10. HT-LSCM-Investigation of inclusions behavior at steel surfaces in the last 20 years. 

Year Literature 
Inclusions 

Steel Atmosphere 
Solid Complex Liquid 

1997 [149,244,245] 

Al2O3     Low Carbon steel 

Ar 

A80S   Fe-3%Si 

CA  CA60S HSLA steel 

CA80S  

CAS95 
 CA50S Si-killed steel 

CA80 CA60 CA50 HC-Ca steel 

2001 [150] MgO  Al2O3·MgO  Mg-added Al killed steel Ar 

2001 [152] 
Al2O3 

Al2O3·CaO 

Al2O3·CaO·

MgO 
 Stainless steel Ar 

2001 [153] Al2O3·CaO MgO·Al2O3 
Al2O3·CaO·

MgO(·SiO2) 

16Cr Al-Si killed steel 

16Cr Si killed steels 
Ar 

2003 [154]   Al2O3·CaO 
Ca-Treated, Al-killed 

steel 
Ar 

2004 [155] 
Al2O3 

Al2O3·MnO 
 

Al2O3·MnO-

SiO2 
Mn-Si killed steel Ar 

2008 [243] 
Al2O3 

Ce-O 
Al-Ce-O  Misch-metal Ar 

2007 -

2010 

[161,162,246] 

Al2O3   

Tool steel 

Ar 

MgO·Al2O3   Ar+1vol%H2 

CaO·2Al2O3   Ar+2vol%H2 

  CaO·Al2O3 Ar+3vol%H2 

2008 [56]   Al2O3·CaO steel Ar 

2015 [156]  
CaO-MgO-

Al2O3-SiO2 
 Low oxygen special steel  Ar 

2015 [6,147] Al2O3  CaO·Al2O3 
ULC steel 

Ca treated steel  
Ar 

2017 [157] 
Al2O3, 

MgO·Al2O3 

  
H13 Steel + Mg 

Addition 
Ar 

2017 [160] TiN, Ti2O3   Low Carbon steel Ar 

2017 [158,159] Al2O3   Low Carbon steel Ar 

A = Al2O3, C = CaO, S = SiO2 
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Table 11. Investigation of different NMI behavior at molten steel/ceramic interface. 

Year Literature 
Inclusions 

Steel 
Refractory/Filter/

Ceramic Solid Liquid 

2013 [148] Al2O3 TiO2·Al2O3 Stainless steel Al2O3  

2015 [147]  

Al2O3 

Al2O3 with Mn, Ca, 

S traces 

Al2O3·CaO 
ULC steel 

Ca treated steel  
Al2O3 

 

2.1.1 Observation of NMIs at steel/ceramic interface 

 

The observation of the behavior of NMIs in the steel and at a steel/ceramic interface will be investigated 

in relation with the clogging problem. A two-step set-up has been developed and the HT-LSCM 

experimental limitations are commented. The experimental work has the following objectives: 

(1) First, the investigation of the behavior between NMIs at the steel surface. The behavior of 

inclusions from a Ca-treated steel will be compared with the behavior of solid alumina inclusions 

coming from an ULC steel. In addition, this step is needed to characterize the observed NMIs, 

thus the sample is investigated under SEM-EDS.  

(2) Investigation of the behavior of NMIs with different morphologies towards a steel/ceramic 

interface and their behavior with the change of the ceramic. The same Ca-treated steel used in the 

previous step is used here and the ceramic used are Al2O3, MgO and ZrO2.  

 

As result, the attractive forces between NMIs at steel and different steel/ceramic interfaces will be 

calculated from observations and will be compared with a theoretical capillary attractive force. For the 

solution of the theoretical model, contact angles between NMIs and steel and ceramic and steel are 

needed, and thus HT-DSA experiments were carried out, to implement the results in the model.  

 

2.1.1.1 Experimental set up 

 

A two-step experimental set up is performed: 

 

(1) Characterization of NMIs observed at the molten steel surface. A steel disc (600 µm thickness 

and 7 mm diameter) is placed in an Al2O3 crucible and subsequently set up on the sample holder 

in the ellipsoidal furnace (see Figure 18). An alumina disc is placed under the steel disc in order 

to avoid the attachment of the steel disc onto the crucible. The crucible was introduced into the 
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furnace and the chamber was purged with high purity argon to ensure an inert atmosphere. When 

the liquidus temperature of the steel is reached, inclusions are starting to emerge from the bulk to 

the steel surface and their agglomeration behavior can be studied. The objective of the present 

study is to characterize the NMIs behavior at the molten steel, including the NMIs type and size. 

 

Figure 18. Experimental set up 1: Characterization of NMIs observed at the molten steel surface. 

 

(2) NMIs inclusions behavior at different molten steel/ceramic interfaces: Each experiment was 

conducted by placing a single ceramic-particle (Equivalent circle diameter (ECD) = 400 µm), on 

the surface of a steel disc (600 µm thickness and 7 mm diameter); all inside an alumina crucible, 

as shown in Figure 19. An Al2O3 disc was place between the steel and the crucible to avoid the 

sticking of the sample. The crucible was introduced into the furnace and the chamber was purged 

with high purity argon to ensure an inert atmosphere. When the specimen reaches liquidus 

temperature, inclusions start to emerge from the bulk to the steel surface and a meniscus forms 

around the exogenous ceramic-particle. The current experiments investigate the influence of the 

“NMI-steel-Refractory” wettability into the separation tendency of NMIs at different interfaces. 

For that purpose, the attractive forces in reference to a steel/ceramic interface are investigated and 

estimated.  

 

 

Figure 19. Experimental set up 2: NMIs inclusions behavior at different molten steel/ceramic interfaces. 
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2.1.1.2 Experimental limitations 

 

There are certain limitations that restrict the experimental set up and the observations. They are 

summarized in Table 12,. 

 

Table 12. HT-LSCM limitations for the observation of NMIs at steel and steel/ceramic interfaces. 

Limitation Cause 

Melting of the sample 

Inner furnace conditions 

Sample dimensions  

Steel grade 

Contact between the pool and the bottom of the furnace 

Furnace atmosphere 

Re-oxidation  

NMIs-modification 

Evaporation 

Experiments evaluation NMIs 

Complex (Semi-liquid) 

Size limit 

Irregular shape 

Composition 

Ceramic-particle Change of position during the experiment 

 

(1) Controlled melting of the steel sample: The crucible with the sample is placed on the upper 

focal point of the furnace that received the heat from the lamp, which is placed on the lower focal 

point. During heating, the sample suffers a temperature gradient, leading to the partial melting of 

the sample from the center. There are different inconveniences that lead to an uncontrollable 

melting of the sample: 

a) Inner furnace conditions: The design of the glass-cover of the lamp modifies the 

trajectory of the heat rays making the temperature gradient non-uniform in the sample. 

The furnace cleanliness and the coating conditions may influence the gradient rising the 

melting temperature. In these situations, it is observed that the melting starts from the 

edge of the sample.  

b) Sample dimensions: The shape of the sample from cylindrical to prismatic seems not to 

affect the melting conditions but the sample thickness does affect it. Too thin samples, 

below 400 µm, show a starting stable melting area; however, it rapidly breaks leading to 
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the observation of the crucible’s bottom. Too thick samples, above 1 mm, form quickly a 

steel droplet. The optimal thickness of the sample for a stable melting was found to be 

around 500-800 µm.  

c) Steel grade: It was observed that the higher the alloy elements the harder to control the 

melting. For example, ULC steel was easier to control than a Ca-treated steel. More 

information regarding the steel composition is given in Table 13.  

d) Contact between liquid steel and the bottom of the crucible: This may cause some 

steel/crucible interference such as, steel reoxidation.  

(2) Furnace atmosphere: The system is put under vacuum to clean the atmosphere of the furnace 

before the experiments. Right after argon starts to flow. The argon 6.0 (containing < 2 ppm O) 

goes through two filters for O2 and H2O vapor. In order to further reduce the oxygen content in the 

flow, the argon goes through a tube furnace which contains Ti-turnings at around 700 °C. The 

oxygen concentration in the furnace to start the experiment should be below 1 ppm. The oxygen 

concentration in the argon flow is measured by the Cambridge Sensotec Rapidox 2100 Oxygen 

Sensor Analyzer.  

a) Reoxidation: If the furnace is not correctly purged before the experiment, or the argon 

brings some oxygen or there is a leakage in the pipe system, the sample may be 

reoxidized during the experiment. A formation of a layer on the top of the sample or the 

formation of too many inclusions during melting of the sample covering a wide range of 

the pool could be observed.  

b) NMIs modification: Due to possible oxygen sources, the NMIs have the tendency to 

react with the oxygen. 

c) Evaporation: Elements like manganese show a certain tendency towards evaporation 

during high temperature experiments. For relatively low Mn-concentrations of < 1 wt.-% 

the influence on the experiments is marginal whereas for higher Mn-concentrations the 

loss of Mn will have to be considered. 

(3) NMIs evaluation:  

a) Complex inclusions (semi-liquid): it is not possible to recognize them directly. They 

may be mixed up with liquid inclusions if their shape is fully globular or with solid 

inclusions if their shape is irregular.  

b) NMIs size limit: No inclusions below 3 µm are accurately observed.  
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c) Irregular inclusions size: The size of irregular inclusion is approximated to its 

equivalent circle diameter (ECD).  

d) NMIs composition: The sample needs to be investigated after the experiment to 

characterize the inclusions observed.   

(4) Ceramic-particle position: the ceramic-particle introduced can be moved due to fluid flow or 

spin inducing other forces in the observations.  

 

The limitations summarized here, determine the set-up chosen in the previous section but as well the 

experimental evaluation and results, which are presented in the following sections of this work.   

 

2.1.1.3 Experimental evaluation 

 

Each HT-LSCM experiment is recorded, and the video evaluation is performed by analyzing it frame by 

frame. In each image the temperature and the time are plotted. During the analysis, the position of a ‘guest 

particle’ (NMI) towards a static ‘host particle’ (NMI or ceramic-particle) is analyzed, as represented in 

Figure 20-a). In Figure 20-b), the trajectory of a guest particle, called ‘D’, towards the ‘host particle’, 

called ‘A’ is traced during an experiment. 

 

 

a) b)  

Figure 20. a) Schematic diagram of the HT-LSCM experiments evaluation, and b) Trajectory of particle D towards ‘A’ 

surface during an experiment.  

 

When the particle D is at certain distance from particle A, ‘D’ experiences a long-range attractive force 

and separates at ‘A’. The attraction force, FHT-LSCM, was given by Yin et al.
[146,244]

 and it is calculated as 

follows: 

FHT−LSCM = m1∙a1 ( 19 ) 
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where m1 is the mass of the ‘guest particle’ and a1 is the acceleration of the ‘guest particle’. If two 

particles moved simultaneously, a revision was made by a factor of  
m2

(m1 + m2)⁄  in Equation (19) 

with m2 the mass of the ‘host particle’. In this analysis, the friction force which arises from viscous drag of 

the particle by liquid steel surface was ignored
[244]

. Yin et al.
 [146,244]

 describe an approximate evaluation of 

the magnitude of the attraction force from measured acceleration and estimated mass of particles: 

 

(1) Measured acceleration, a1: The movement of particle D, in Figure 21-a), is traqued every 0.2 

seconds and its distance from the center of the ceramic-particle A is measured in each position. 

Particle A is considered to be always in the same position. Thus, the acceleration, a1, of the ‘guest 

particle’ when the ‘host particle’ in the pair stayed quiescent can be determined from the change 

of the position of the guest particle at 0.2 seconds intervals as shown in Figure 21-b)
[244]

. 

 

  

a) b)  

Figure 21. Detailed sequence of agglomeration caused by the long-range strong attraction between two alumina 

particles on a moving surface of Ca-treated liquid steel at 1560ºC. 

 

(2) Estimated mass of the particle, m1: The particle shape was approximated to be spherical (ECD). 

If the particle was irregular the length of long axis (d1) and short axis (d2) of a particle were 

observed. Further, the ellipse was approximated to be a sphere of radius, r1, which was taken to be 

the geometric average in Equation (20). 

 𝑟1 =
√d1∙d2

2
 ( 20 ) 

Therefore, the mass of the particle, m1, can be approximated by Equation (21)
[56,148,154,155]

. 
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m1 = 𝜌1∙
4π

3
r1

3 ( 21 ) 

 

With ρ1 the density of the ‘guest particle’. 

 

2.1.1.4 Theoretical evaluation 

 

It is observed that some inclusions in the steel bath approaching a ceramic-particle surface experience a 

long-range attractive force, which makes them separate and agglomerate at the surface. However, it is 

necessary to confirm whether the observed attraction in the HT-LSCM is caused due to capillary effects or 

due to other forces such as fluid flow in the surface of the melt. For that purpose, the theoretical capillary 

force between two particles at a steel/argon interface is investigated here. 

 

When two particles float at a molten steel/argon interface, the meniscus of the interface around the particle 

is deformed by a capillary effect creating an interaction between the two particles when they are a certain 

distance of each other
[247]

. Floater-to-floater interaction, represented in Figure 22, was first modeled by 

Nicolson & Chan et al.
[248]

 for spherical bubbles. They assumed that the attractive force on a bubble is 

only due to the surface profile created by the other bubble, neglecting the interaction of the moving bubble 

with its own meniscus. Later Kralchevsky & Paunov et al.
[249,250] 

studied the capillary forces between 

spherical particles floating attached to a liquid-fluid interface, when the meniscus deformations are due to 

particle weight. 

 

 

Figure 22. Schematic diagram of capillary meniscus around two spherical particles. 

 

The capillary meniscus around two spherical particle of radii r1 and r2 floating at an interface between 

molten steel and argon of mass densities ρS and ρG, respectively. Each of these particles protrudes from 
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the steel, and three-phase contact lines of radii, c1 and c2, are formed. Where the steel meets the particle 

surface, the respective contact angles, θ1 and θ2 are formed, and the surface tension of this phase 

boundary will be denoted by σ. Far from the particles, the interface is flat and horizontal
[251]

. 

 

Kralchevsky et al.
[251,252]

 represented the free energy of the system, W, as a superposition of gravitational, 

wetting, and liquid meniscus contributions:  

 

W = Wg + Ww + Wm ( 22 ) 

 

Wg represents the gravitational energy of the particles and steel and gas phase,  Ww is the surface free 

energy of the particles and Wm denotes the free surface energy of the liquid meniscus. The reference zero 

state to be the free energy of the same particles, taken at the infinite interparticle separation. Then the 

interaction energy, ∆W, between particles 1 and 2 can be defined by 

 

∆W = W - W∞ = ∆Wg + ∆Ww + ∆Wm ( 23 ) 

 

Where W∞ is the free energy when the two particles are far apart.  

 

The capillary interation force, defined as ΔW, defined as  Fcap=-
d(∆W)

dL
, will be calculated as follows: 

d∆Ww

dL
= − π σ ∑(qck)2rk cos θk

dhk

dL

2

k=1

x[1+ O(q2ck
2)]  ( 24 ) 

d∆Wm

dL
= π σ ∑[Qk

+(qck)2rk cos θk]

2

k=1

dhk

dL
 x[1+ O(q2ck

2)]   ( 25 ) 

d∆Wg

dL
= − πσ ∑ 2Qk

dhk

dL

2

k=1

x [1+O(q2ck
2)]   ( 26 ) 

 

where hk is the elevation of the contact line for particle 1 and 2, Qk is the capillary charge for particle 1 

and 2, L is the interparticle distance, and q-1 = [
σ

(ρS-ρG)g
]

1
2

 is the capillary length. Combining the last three 

Equations (24), (25) and (26) in accordance with Equation (23) yields an asymptotic expression for the 

lateral capillary force: 
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Fcap = −
d(∆W)

dL
=-πσ ∑ Q

k

dhk

dL

2

k=1

 x [1+ O(q2ck
2)] ( 27 ) 

 

Paunov et al.
[250,251,253]

 concluded from the previous calculation that the capillary force, turns out to be 

approximaterly equal to the half of the gravity contribution d(ΔWg)/dL. Paunov introduced the following 

simplification for the height of the contact line, hk: 

 

hk = hk∞ + Qj ln
2

γeqL
  ∀   k = 1,2;    j ≠ k;     ck ≪ L ≪ q−1 ( 28 ) 

hk∞ = ck∞ sin ψk∞ ln
4

γeqck∞(1 + cos ψk∞)
    ∀   k = 1,2; (qck∞)2 ≪ 1 ( 29 ) 

 

Here and subsequently the subscript “∞” denotes the value of the respective parameter for L → ∞, ψk 

slope at the contact line for particle 1 and 2, γe =1.781072418 is the constant of Euler-Masceroni and 

K0(x) is the modified Bessel function of zero order. 

 

Now substituting Equation (28) and (29) into Equation (27). The next Equation (30) is obtained: 

 

Fcap = 2πσQ
1
Q

2
qK1(qL)[1+ O(q2ck

2)]      ∀   ck ≪ L;    k = 1,2 ( 30 ) 

 

where K1(x) is the modified Bessel function of first order, for L > q
-1

 the function K1(qL) decay 

exponentially as seen in the procedure developed in Equation (31).  

 

K1(qL) =
1

qL
+ O[(qL)ln(qL)]  ∀  qL → 0 

O[(qL)ln(qL)] = lim
qL→0

(qL)ln(qL) = lim
qL→0

1
qL

1
(qL)2

= lim
qL→0

(−qL) = 0 

K1(qL) =
1

qL
 

( 31 ) 

 

The capillary interactions become important, Equation (30) reduce to 

 

Fcap =2πσ
Q

1
Q

2

L
    ∀  Rk ≪ L ≪ q-1;     k = 1,2 ( 32 ) 
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Equation (32) resembles Newton’s law of gravity or Coulomb’s law of electricity, with respect to the 

distance, L. The effective capillary charge is a quantity, which can be both positive and negative. 

Correspondingly, the capillary force (in Equation (32)) is attractive when Q1·Q2 > 0 and repulsive when 

Q1·Q2 < 0 . The solution of Equation (32) needs an iterative procedure, more detail about it can be found 

in Appendix E
[45,247]

.  

 

In order to solve the theoretical capillary forces, by the iterative procedure presented in Appendix E, it is 

necessary to have as input data the following:  

(1) The particles size and interparticle distance. These data may come from the HT-LSCM 

experiments,  

(2) Data from bibliography such as surface tension
[54]

 and particle and ceramic density
[254]

 

(3) Contact angles between the particles and the steel and the particles and the ceramic-particle. The 

contact angles are obtained by HT-DSA experiments.  

 

The attractive forces measured from HT-LSCM experiments will be compared with the theoretical 

capillary attractive forces in order to assure that the agglomeration behavior observed during the 

experiments come from capillary effects due to the meniscus deformation.  

 

2.1.1.4.1 High-temperature drop shape analyzer (HT-DSA) 

Wetting experiments, to find the contact angle between molten steel and a solid substrate, were conducted 

in a laboratory horizontal tube furnace, called high-temperature drop shape analyzer (HT-DSA). A high-

temperature sessile drop system Krüss DSA HT10 (HT-DSA) is used to measure the wetting angles 

between liquid steel and solid substrates at temperatures of 1600 °C. The apparatus consists of a tube 

furnace and a CCD camera with a light source. The experiments are conducted in a horizontal tube 

furnace with a linear heating process (rate: 15°C/min). A holding time of 30 min at 1600°C is followed by 

cooling down at a rate of 10°C/min. Once the sample is melted, the measurements of the contact angle, as 

a function of temperature and time, start. They consist in a continuous monitoring of the shape of the 

sessile drop by a digital video camera connected to a computer, enabling automatic digital image analysis. 

The experiments are performed under a high purity argon atmosphere. More details regarding the device 

characteristics and the experiment set up can be found in literature
[128,255]

. The contact angle represents the 

average of six measurements taken during 30 minutes holding time at 1600 °C. Each of those six 

measurements represents the medium value between the right and the left contact angle. 
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The contact angles measured will be implemented as an input data into the theoretical capillary force. the 

HT-LSCM attractive forces measured from the experimental evaluation will be compared with the 

theoretical capillary forces. The comparison is needed to determine whether the NMI separate at the 

steel/ceramic interface due to capillary forces or not. Furthermore, HT-DSA results will help to explain 

the role of the wettability in the system ‘NMI-Molten Steel-Refractory’.  

 

2.1.2 Results  

 

In the previous sections of this chapter, the two-step experimental set-up, the HT-LSCM experimental 

limitations and the experimental and theoretical evaluations have been presented. In the following 

sections, the experimental results are presented. First, the behavior of inclusions from Ca-treated steel are 

compared with the behavior of solid alumina inclusions coming from an ULC-steel. The inclusions from 

the steel are characterized by means of SEM-EDS. In the second part, the behavior of NMIs from a Ca-

treated steel are investigated at three different interfaces: steel/Al2O3, steel/ZrO2 and steel/MgO. 

 

2.1.2.1 Set-up 1: NMIs characterization at the molten steel surface 

 

The objective of the present study is to characterize the NMIs behavior at the molten steel, such as NMIs 

type, size, and behavior respect other inclusions. Here the NMIs of Ca-treated steel will be investigated 

and they will be compared with the behavior of NMIs at an ULC steel. The steel compositions are given in 

Table 13. The “set-up 1” given in Section 2.1.1.1 is used here. It is previously known that the ULC 

presents a worse behavior respecting clogging than the Ca-treated steel.  

 

Table 13. Investigated materials. 

Steel 
C 

% 

Si 

% 

Mn 

% 

Al 

% 

S 

% 

Ca 

% 

Ca-treated 0.15 0.02 1.07 0.04 0.004 0.0012 

ULC 0.002 0.001 0.074 0.020 0.008 - 

wt.-% = weight percentage 

 

When the steel sample (Ca-treated or ULC) is heated up in the furnace and the liquidus temperature is 

reached, the steel melts partially (Figure 23-a) and b)) and inclusions start to emerge from the bulk to the 

steel surface as seen in Figure 23-c). When two inclusions find each other at certain distance, a long-range 

attractive force may act between them inducing their agglomeration in order to reduce their surface 
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energy. Figure 23 a-c) represent an example from the Ca-treated steel, but same behavior was observed 

for the ULC-steel. 

 

a)  b)  c)  

Figure 23. Description of the NMIs from Ca-treated steel observation by means of HT-LSCM. a) The liquidus 

temperature of the steel is reached and the steel start melting, b) the liquid phase grows, and c) NMIs (solid and 

liquid) start to emerge from the bulk to the steel surface. 

 

During the experiment with ULC steel samples, a big number of solid inclusions were observed 

swimming in the liquid steel. The experiments showed that alumina inclusions strongly attract to each 

other; the inclusions grow quickly by agglomeration in good agreement Yin et al.
[6,145,146]

. A cluster is 

shown in Figure 24-a). SEM analyses were performed to the cooled samples and Al2O3 inclusions were 

found to be the predominant type as seen in Figure 24-b). See more detail of the composition in Table 14.  

 

  

a) b)  

Figure 24. NMIs at a ULC steel at a) HT-LSCM image and b) SEM-EDS analyses. The detailed NMIs composition is given in 

Table 14. 
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Table 14. SEM-EDS analyses of ULC-steel NMIs of Figure 24-b). 

N° 
O Al Mn Fe 

% % % % 

1 41.6 25.9 6.7 25.8 

2 36.6 27.0 8.2 28.2 

3 37.1 25.8 7.9 29.2 

mass-% 

 

In contrast, the Ca-treated steel samples present a low number of NMIs. As it is observed in Figure 23-c), 

they have different shapes indicating a different NMIs morphology. Two different behaviors were 

observed:  

 

(1) Attractive behavior between irregular inclusions as shown in Figure 25-a), and 

(2) Globular inclusions swimming on the steel with no interaction between them as indicating in 

Figure 25-b).  

 

Interaction between irregular and globular inclusions was not observed.  

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 25. Identification of NMIs during HT-LSCM experiment a) irregular inclusions and b) globular inclusions in a Ca-

treated steel. 

 

As previously mentioned, a different NMIs morphology was observed during the Ca-treated experiments. 

Thus, a SEM-EDS investigation of the samples after HT-LSCM was carried out to find out the type of 
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inclusions observed. Representative examples of detected inclusions and the corresponding chemical 

compositions are given in Figure 26 and Table 15, respectively.  

   

a) b) c) 

Figure 26. SEM-EDS investigation of the steel samples after HT-LSCM. Three types of inclusions are observed: a) Solid alumina 

inclusion, b) Complex inclusion: Liquid Ca-Al-O with solid areas of Ca-S, and c) Liquid Ca-Al-O inclusions. The detailed 

composition is given in Table 15. 

 

Table 15. SEM-EDS inclusions composition of Figure 26 (in mass-%). 

NMIs 
O 

% 

Al 

% 

S 

% 

Ca 

% 

Mn 

% 

Fe 

% 
Phase 

a) 1 61.4 30.5 
 

0.4 0.4 7.3 Al-O with traces of Ca, Mn, Fe 

b) 
1 11.9 0.5 39.9 45.1 0.7 2.1 Light: Ca-S-O 

2 46.9 28.8 0.3 20.3 2.7 1.0 Dark: Al-Ca-Oxide 

c) 1 43.8 30.6 1.4 16.7 1.2 6.3 Dark: Al-Ca-Oxide 

mass-% 

 

Three types of inclusions were observed:  

(1) Solid alumina inclusions,  

(2) complex inclusions composed by two phases: liquid calcium aluminate with solid CaS 

precipitates, and  

(3) liquid calcium aluminates.  

 

The NMIs are identified by their shape: Irregular inclusions will be considered to be solid and the globular 

ones as liquid. Complex, called as well semi-liquid inclusions, cannot be easily identified during the HT-

LSCM investigations (as already mentioned in Section 2.1.1.2); therefore, they will be considered as 

liquid-type if their shape looks globular or solid-type if they look irregular during the pictures evaluation. 

Due to possible oxygen sources, the NMIs have the tendency to react with the oxygen and formed more 
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solid alumina with traces of S, Mn, Ca. In any case, it is clearly observable that the liquid inclusions do 

not show high tendency to agglomerate in comparison with the solid ones. 

 

There is a great difference between these two steels. In the ULC steel a high number of solid alumina 

inclusions presenting a high tendency to agglomerate are observed. However, in the Ca-treated steel, a 

lower number of inclusions are noticed. In addition, different NMI morphologies are recognized. Due to 

the lower number of inclusions observed and their different types, lower numbers of interactions between 

inclusions are seen. 

 

Each experiment was evaluated following the procedure given in Section 2.1.1.3. In this case the ‘guest’ 

and the ‘host’ particles will be NMIs of the same size. The ‘host particle’ always remains in the same 

position during the attraction. The HT-LSCM attractive force, given by Equation (27)
[6,46,145,146]

 is 

calculated. The results of the attractive force between a pair of equal solid NMIs with the same size from 

the two different steel grades are plotted in Figure 27. From these results, it can be seen that the attractive 

force increases with the NMIs size for both steel grades and that the attractive force is stronger for NMIs 

in the ULC-steel than in the Ca-treated steel. A possible explanation for this observed difference is the 

NMIs’ wettability. 

 

 

Figure 27. HT-LSCM measured attractive force between two equal solid NMIs from ULC-steel and Ca-treated steel. 

 

For that reason, HT-DSA experiments have been carried out between these two steel grades and an 

alumina substrate. As a result, the contact angle between the NMIs and the steel is obtained. More details 

regarding HT-DSA are found in Section 2.1.1.4.1. In both cases, the contact angle measured corresponds 

with partial non-wetting; however, the contact angles measured differ from 98 ± 5.7 deg. between Ca-
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treated molten steel and Al2O3, 137 ± 10 deg. between ULC steel and Al2O3. The contact angle difference 

can be observed in Figure 28-a) and b). 

 

From the results presented in Figure 27 and Figure 28, it is observed that there is a relation between the 

attractive force and the contact angle. Thus, the capillary force is weaker in a Ca-treated steel due to the 

lower contact angle between the NMIs and the steel than in a ULC-steel. The NMIs, which are better 

wetted by the molten steel, present a smaller meniscus, leading to weaker attractive forces than inclusions 

with higher contact angle. In addition, bigger inclusions-pairs will be attracted to each other stronger. 

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 28. HT-DSA measurements of contact angle between Al2O3-substrate and a) Ca-treated steel and b) ULC-steel. 

 

The comparison of two steels presenting a different clogging behavior during continuous casting have 

been investigated for the first time by means of HT-LSCM. A clear difference between the NMIs 

contained in the steel and their behavior was observed during the experiments. Furthermore, an 

extraordinary accordance of HT-LSCM observations and the wettability behavior of both steels measured 

in the HT-DSA is found. From these experiments, three important facts can be outlined here:  

(1) Characterization of NMIs by SEM-EDS analyses: In ULC-steel only alumina inclusions were 

found, whereas in Ca-treated steel solid, semi-liquid and liquid inclusions were observed. The 

various types of NMIs in a steel grade make the interpretation of the experiments more difficult. 

(2) NMIs size: Bigger inclusions will be attracted with higher force.  

(3) NMIs wettability: The attraction force between two solid alumina inclusions, in two different 

types of steel grades is probed to be different. This is due to the different wettability of the NMIs 

with the steel.  
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In good agreement with the previous knowledge, the clogging tendency of the ULC steel will be worse 

than the Ca-treated steel. Thus, the inclusions type, size and contact angle influence the clogging tendency 

of the NMIs at the steel/refractory interface. 

 

2.1.2.2 Set-up 2: NMIs behavior at different molten steel/ceramic interfaces 

 

In the previous section, the NMIs from steel were characterized and their attractive behavior was 

investigated. In this section, an exogenous ceramic is introduced in order to simulate the separation of 

NMIs at a nozzle. Here, the behavior of NMIs from a calcium treated steel at the interface between liquid 

steel and Al2O3, ZrO2 and MgO is investigated by application of “Set-up 2” (see Section 2.1.1.1 for more 

detail). Table 16 gives more information about the materials chosen. The steel used is the same as in the 

previous section. 

Table 16. Investigated materials. 

Ca-treated Steel composition 
Ceramic-particle 

ECD 

C 

% 

Si 

% 

Mn 

% 

Al 

% 

S 

% 

Ca 

% 

Al2O3 

µm 

ZrO2 

µm 

MgO 

µm 

0.15 0.02 1.07 0.04 0.004 0.0012 400 350 500-400 

[wt.-%] = weight percentage ECD= Equivalent Circle Diameter 

 

Figure 29 shows a typical heating cycle for the NMIs observation in the molten steel. At liquidus 

temperature, the steel starts to melt forming a meniscus around the exogenous ceramic and inclusions 

emerge from the bulk to the steel surface. Various screenshots during the experiments with Al2O3, ZrO2 

and MgO ceramics are shown. 

 

Three representative examples of the experimental evaluation of every kind of ceramic-particle used are 

presented on Figure 30-a), b) and c). During the experiment is observed that solid NMIs (‘guest particle’) 

tend to agglomerate at the surface of the exogenous ceramic-particle (‘host particle’), when they are found 

to be at certain distance from each other. The position of the ‘guest particle’ with respect to the ceramic is 

measured, assuming that the ‘host particle’ is always quiescent when the attraction takes place. The HT-

LSCM attractive force is given by Equation (27)
[6,46,145,146]

. More details on the quantitative evaluation of 

the experiments are given in Section 2.1.1.3. 
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Figure 29. Experimental heating cycle, with screenshots during holding for the three types of experiments carried out (Al2O3, 

ZrO2 and MgO). 

   

a) b) c) 

Figure 30. Videos analyzed frame by frame ready to be evaluated for a) Al2O3  (A), b) ZrO2 (Z) and c) MgO (M). 

 

Two parameters are analyzed and discussed here:  

(1) NMI wettability: solid and liquid inclusions from Ca-treated steel are investigated at a molten 

steel/ Al2O3 interface, and 

(2) Refractory wettability: solid inclusions from Ca-treated steel are investigated at different 

steel/ceramic interfaces, i.e., Al2O3, ZrO2 and MgO. 
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2.1.2.2.1 NMI wettability 

 

As already mentioned in Section 1.1 the behavior of solid and liquid inclusions in molten steel regarding 

their adhesion at a steel/refractory interface is different. Figure 31 a-e) resembles this different 

behavior
[147]

. In Figure 31-a) a solid particle B rapidly attaches to the particle A, after 2 seconds a liquid 

particle C appears. The trajectory of particle C is observed (see Figure 31b)-e)), it moves towards particle 

A, but instead of attaching, particle C keeps moving close to A and after some time, it moves away. In 

Figure 31-b) a solid particle D is observed; after 0.8 seconds particle D attaches to A (see Figure 31-c) 

and -d)). Particle B and D present an irregular shape and they are assumed to be solid at the experimental 

temperature, whereas particle C present a globular shape and is taken as liquid. A clear difference on the 

different behavior of the inclusions in function of its morphology (solid or liquid) is observed.  

 

   

a) b) c) 

  

 

d) e) 

Figure 31. a)-e) Show the trajectory of three non-metallic inclusions B, C and D in relation to particle A 

 

In Figure 32-a) the trajectory of different liquid inclusions at the steel/ceramic interface is plotted. The 

liquid NMIs approach the ceramic but at certain distance which is found to be between 20-100 µm. They 

approach the spherical ceramic-particle but they do not separate at the steel/ceramic interface.  
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a)  b) 

Figure 32. a) Liquid NMIs trajectory from the Al2O3 center.and b) Theoretical capillary attraction force 

 

The theoretical capillary force between a NMI and an Al2O3 ceramic with 98 deg. contact angle (see 

Figure 28-a)) has been calculated in Figure 32-b), by solving Equation (40) under the iterative 

procedure given in Appendix E. Point CA/A indicates the capillary force between a liquid calcium 

aluminate with approximately 40 deg. contact angle (see Table 3). This point indicates that there is 

repulsive capillary force acting between these two bodies due to their different wettability behaviors. This 

justify, that no separation at the molten steel/ceramic interface is observed during the experiments.  

 

Whereas Point A/A in Figure 32-b) indicates that the capillary force between a solid alumina inclusion 

with 98 deg. contact angle (see Figure 28-a)) is attractive. Thus, alumina inclusions tend to separate at the 

steel/ceramic-particle interface, but not the liquid calcium aluminates. These tendencies were observed 

during the HT-LSCM experiments and these effects were resembled in Figure 31.  

 

The cooled samples were investigated under SEM-EDS analyses. The objective was to observe which 

kind of inclusions were adhered at the molten steel/ceramic interface. At the surface of the ceramic only 

solid Al2O3 inclusions (with traces of Ca, S, Mn and/or Fe) were found to be agglomerated but no liquid 

inclusions, as expected from Figure 31 and 32. Two examples of solid inclusions agglomerated at the 

ceramic surface are given in Figure 33-a) and b) by means of SEM-EDS.  

 

Liquid and solid NMIs in this Ca-treated steel have a wetting and a non-wetting behavior with the steel, 

respectively. Their wettability behavior is the reason for their different behavior at the molten 

steel/ceramic interface. The HT-LSCM observations are in accordance with the theoretical capillary force 

calculations and give a good support to the thermodynamic calculations given in Section 1.2.  
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a) b) 

Figure 33. Alumina inclusions agglomerated at the Al2O3 interface by means of SEM-EDS analysis. 

 

Furthermore, these observations state the importance of the Ca-treatment of steel as a clogging 

countermeasure. More details regarding the Ca-treatment to modify deoxidation products is given in 

Section 1.3.2. The calcium reacts with alumina in the steel forming liquid calcium aluminates, which are 

less likely to form agglomerates at the steel/refractory interface, since they may feel a repulsive capillary 

force due to their wetting behavior with molten steel.  

 

2.1.2.2.2 Ceramic wettability 

 

Now the ceramic-particle is changed. The objective is to observe the behavior of the NMIs from Ca-

treated steel towards three exogenous ceramic-particles:  

(1) Al2O3,  

(2) ZrO2, and  

(3) MgO.  

 

The materials details are given in Table 16 and the “Set-up 2” is (see Section 2.1.1.1 for more detail). 

 

When the steel disc is melted, solid alumina particles, between 4-30 µm ECD-diameter, start to emerge 

and swim at the molten steel surface. These solid inclusions tend to approach the exogenous ceramic 

(Al2O3, ZrO2 or MgO) and rapidly adhere at its surface as already introduced in the previous section. The 
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experimental results are evaluated following the procedure explained in Section 2.1.1.3. The HT-LSCM 

attractive force experienced between the inclusions and the spherical ceramic-particle is calculated.  

 

In Figure 34, the attractive force experienced when a 14 µm ECD-diameter inclusion approaches to 

Al2O3, ZrO2 or MgO is represented. In the three cases, it is observed that when the ‘guest particle’ starts 

approaching the exogenous body, its force rises before separation. This means that the inclusions 

experience an attractive force at certain distance from the ceramic-particle. Furthermore, the attraction 

distance, which is observed right before separation happens, depends on the ceramic-particle chosen; 

being the highest attractive distance for MgO and the smallest for Al2O3. 

 

The attractive force experienced by solid alumina inclusions of certain size before separation is plotted in 

Figure 35. Bigger inclusions suffer a stronger attractive force than smaller ones, i.e., a 5 µm inclusion 

experiences an attraction force within 10
-16

-10
-15 

N, whereas if a 16 µm inclusion 10
-14

-10
-13 

N. In addition, 

the attraction force is found to be affected by the used ceramic-particle, and it can be listed as follows in 

ascending order: NMI/Al2O3 < NMI/ZrO2 < NMI/MgO. The different shape of the MgO ceramic-particle 

used might induce a non-stable meniscus around it, but this was not taken into account during the 

investigation. Figures 34 and 35 show that the attractive force and the attractive distance depend on the 

particle size as well as on the ceramic-particle type. 

 

 

Figure 34. Selected example of the variation of the force with 

the distance between a ~14µm inclusion and Al2O3, ZrO2, and 

MgO. 

Figure 35. Observed attraction force in dependence of 

inclusions size and the exogeneous ceramic-particle (Al2O3, 

ZrO2, and MgO). 

 

It is observed that these solid inclusions experience a long-range attractive force. However, it is necessary 

to confirm whether the separation is caused due to capillary effects or due to other forces such as fluid 

flow in the surface of the melt. For that purpose, a comparison between the HT-LSCM observed data and 
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the theoretical capillary force calculations is done. For the calculation of the theoretical capillary force 

(Explained in Section 3.1.1.4 and Appendix E) different input data are needed:  

 

(1) Data collected during HT-LSCM experiments (particle size and interparticle distance),  

(2) data from bibliography, such as surface tension
[54]

 and material densities
[254]

, and  

(3) contact angles between NMI or refractory and molten steel by HT-DSA. 

 

Three different HT-DSA experiments were performed under a well-controlled atmosphere between:  

(1) Ca-treated steel droplet and an alumina substrate,  

(2) Ca-treated steel droplet and a zirconia substrate and  

(3) Ca-treated steel droplet and a MgO substrate prepared from a MgO brick produced in a refractory 

plant.  

 

More details regarding the HT-DSA are given in Section 2.1.1.4.1. The summary of the HT-DSA results 

is presented in Figure 36.  In all cases, the contact angle measured corresponds with partial non-wetting; 

however, the contact angles measured differ from 98 ± 5.7 deg. between molten steel and Al2O3, 106 ± 10 

deg. between molten steel and ZrO2 to 137± 9 deg. between molten steel and MgO. The contact angle 

represents the average of six measurements taken during 30 minutes holding time at 1600 °C. Each of 

those six measurements represents the medium value between the right and the left contact angle.  

 

 

Figure 36. Screenshot during HT-DSA experiment for Ca-treated steel and Al2O3(left image), Ca-treated steel and ZrO2 

(central image), and Ca-treated steel and MgO substrate (right image). 
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With all the input data available in Table 17, the theoretical capillary force is calculated and compared 

with the HT-LSCM attractive force calculated for different inclusions sizes in Figure 37. The solid line 

indicates the theoretical capillary force and the dots represent the HT-LSCM experimental calculations for 

each of the three studied cases: Al2O3 (A), ZrO2 (Z), and MgO (M). The theoretical capillary force is 

approximately one order of magnitude higher than the HT-LSCM calculated force, being for Al2O3-Al2O3 

the most accurate. These results indicate that the HT-LSCM attractive forces observed may come from 

capillary effects due to the formation of a meniscus around the exogenous ceramic-particle. As already 

mentioned in the HT-LSCM limitations (see Section 2.1.1.2), the experimental evaluation introduces 

some error regarding the video evaluation which could explain the difference between the HT-LSCM data 

and the theoretical calculations. From the theoretical data, increasing attraction forces are observed with 

increasing inclusion size as well as by changing the ceramic, in ascending order listed as follows: solid 

inclusion/ Al2O3 < Solid inclusion/ZrO2 < Solid inclusion/ MgO. This confirms that the HT-LSCM 

observations are in good agreement with the theoretical understanding of the capillary phenomena.  

 

 

Figure 37. Theoretical capillary force (solid line) vs. HT-LSCM calculated force (points) for different inclusions sizes at 

different ceramic/steel interfaces. (Al2O3 (A), ZrO2 (Z), and MgO (M)). 

 

Table 17. Data for the calculation of the theoretical capillary attraction force solid line. 

Calculation 

Figure 

37. 

Steel Ceramic-particle  #2 Separation Non-metallic inclusion #1 

σ 

N/m 
Type 

d2 

µm 

θ2 

deg. 

ρ2 

kg/m3 

L 

µm 

d1 

µm 

θ1 

deg 

ρ1 

kg/m3 

1,6 

(A) 400 98 3950 

50 {2-40} 98 3950 (M) 500 137 3600 

(Z) 175 106 5680 

(A) = Al2O3 and (M)= MgO 
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For the selected steel in the HT-LSCM investigation (see Table 16), the separation of inclusions would be 

weaker at an Al2O3-based refractory with a contact angle of 98 deg. than at a MgO-based refractory with a 

contact angle of 137 deg. since the attractive forces are smaller. This investigation resembles the 

importance of the material wettability in relation with clogging phenomena. These results agree 

qualitatively with the thermodynamic calculations presented in Section 1.2, where a better wetted 

refractory was suggested in order to reduce the separation tendency of the alumina inclusions at the SEN 

wall. 

 

For the first time, the influence of the separation tendency of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface has been 

investigated in detail by means of HT-LSCM. The influence on the attraction force of the ceramic-particle 

type as well as the NMI morphology has been measured. The results show an extraordinary 

correspondence with the wettability behavior of the materials involved, that was measured by HT-DSA. 

The following facts can be seen:  

(1) NMIs morphology: Solid and liquid inclusions behave differently regarding its separation at 

steel/ceramic interfaces. 

(2) NMI size: The attractive forces increase with the NMI size.  

(3) Ceramic-particle wettability: The wettability of the ceramic-particle influences the attraction 

force magnitude. Ceramic-particles good wetted by molten steel show lower attractive forces.  

 

2.1.3 Discussion  

 

The HT-LSCM has been used as an indirect technique to observe the behaviour of particles at 

steel/refractory interfaces. The results have been cross-checked with measured wetting angles at the 

interface between steel/refractory and steel/inclusion. The results stand in an astonishing accordance: 

(1) NMIs population:  

a) Morphology: The morphology of the NMIs (liquid or solid) influences its behavior 

towards the separation at a steel/ceramic interface. The liquid inclusions and the ceramic-

particles present a wetting and a non-wetting behavior with the molten steel, respectively. 

Their opposite wettability behavior, induces an opposite meniscus shape around the 

bodies being the reason for the existance of a repulsion force. Whereas solid inclusions 

present an attractive capillary force that induces its separation at the steel/ceramic 

interface. These observations agree with the thermodynamic calculations shown in Figure 

5 and 6.  
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b) NMI size: the attractive forces are observed to increase with the NMI size for all studied 

cases.  

(2) Refractory: The change of the wettability of the system, induced by the exchange of the ceramic-

particle from MgO to ZrO2 and Al2O3, showed a reduction of the attractive forces for the same 

inclusions’ type. Indicating a weaker separation towards the SEN-wall for the same inclusion 

type. This behavior was observed for the investigated Ca-treated steel; however, for ULC steels 

the tendency might be the opposite since the contact angle of the steel with Al2O3 is already 137 

deg. and with ZrO2 110 deg.  

(3) Steel grade: The calcium treated steel was found to have a 98 deg. contact angle with alumina, 

whereas ultra low carbon (ULC) steel presents a contact angle of 137 deg. with alumina. The steel 

deoxidation and possible modification of inclusions by Ca-treatement may lead to different 

clogging tendencies for the steel since this treatments condition the wettability and NMIs’ 

population. 

Thus, the three elements of the system “NMI-Molten Steel-Refractory” need to be considered in order to 

apply the best clogging countermeasures. The NMIs’ population and distribution, the NMIs and refractory 

wettability and the steel grade are key parameters for the study of the clogging tendency due to the 

attachment at the SEN wall of deoxidation produts.  

 

The combination of the HT-LSCM and HT-DSA permits the connection between contact angle and the 

observation of different behavior of the NMIs in the molten steel. And therefore, an added value to the 

wettability studies is given regarding clogging tendency of different steel grades.  
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3 NMIs detachment from a steel/refractory interface 

In this chapter, a detailed model is derived to predict the critical conditions needed for detachment of 

NMIs from the nozzle wall. This model is based on the local hydrodynamic conditions combined with the 

specific interfacial properties in the system NMI-steel-refractory. Three detachment criterions are 

developed in function of the force balances in normal and parallel directions and the torque moment of the 

NMI at the steel/refractory interface. The detachment model is implemented to investigate how the 

interfacial properties of the system NMI-steel-refractory may influence the adhesion or detachment of a 

NMI at the steel/ceramic interface. Three systems are studied here:  

(1) Steel-refractory  

(2) Steel-NMI  

(3) NMI-steel-refractory  

 

3.1 Detachment criteria 

 

Based on the force contributions already introduced in Section 1.2 (see Figure 11), three criteria in terms 

of force and torque balances determine whether an inclusion in contact with the wall will be able to be 

detached from the wall or not. The model comprises the following assumptions and simplifications: 

 

(1) The source of the clogging deposit comes from the agglomeration of small oxidic inclusions at the 

nozzle wall. 

(2) The small inclusions with a spherical shape are attached to the wall by a fluid cavity. The source 

of the cavity is already present in the system, meaning that no argon injection is considered for the 

analysis. 

(3) The nozzle wall is assumed to be flat and smooth. 
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3.1.1 Normal movement 

 

For a detachment of the inclusion particle from the wall in the normal direction, according to the force 

balance 

 

FA =  FL ( 33 ) 

 

the lift force must overcome the adhesion force. In other words, the inclusion will be lifted off if the 

normal ratio (RN) is greater than unity, as shown in the equation  

 

RN =
FL

FA

 (34) 

 

Since the lift force is directly dependent on the fluid flow conditions next to the wall, any increase in 

velocity at the near-wall region will increase the normal ratio.  

 

3.1.2 Parallel movement 

 

In Equation (35) the parallel movement of the inclusion is analyzed. For that to happen, the resultant 

tangential force should overcome the friction between the surfaces. The frictional force, FF, is proportional 

to the normal force exerted by each surface on the other, directed perpendicular to the surface. 

 

(FD − FB) =  FF = κS ∙ Fn = κS ∙ (FA − FL) ( 35 ) 

RP =
(FD − FB)

κS(FA −  FL)
 ( 36 ) 

 

Where Fn is the normal force (N), κs is the coefficient of friction, and Rp is the parallel ratio. The criterion 

indicates that the particle will be detached when the parallel ratio is greater than unity. The possibility of a 

liquid phase acting as a bridge might reduce the dry frictional force, increasing the parallel ratio.  

 

3.1.3 Torque moment 

 

The torque moment defines the tendency of a force to rotate an object about an axis
[256]

. Drag and lift 

forces exerted on the inclusion might induce a torque on the particle.  

 

aFA  =  1,4r1FD  +  aFL − r1FB ( 37 ) 
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a = (
6πσr1

2

K
)

1
3

 ( 38 ) 

K =
4

3
(

1 − υ1
2

E1

+
1 − υ2

2

E2

)

−1

 ( 39 ) 

 

where r1 is the particle radius (m), a is the contact radius, K is the elastic constant (Pa) and νi, Ei (i=1,2) 

are the Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus (Pa) of a particle and a surface, respectively
[256]

. Value 1.4 

was chosen for Shi et al.
[256]

 to calculate the drag force at the maximum. 

An inclusion will be detached when the torque ratio, RT, becomes larger than unity, meaning that the 

detachment forces acting on the inclusion are stronger than the adhesion force. The fluid flow conditions 

next to the wall strongly influence the torque ratio given by Equation (40). 

 

   RT =
1,4r1FD  + aFL − r1FB

aFA
 ( 40 ) 

 

The model predicts the critical conditions needed for detachment of NMIs from the nozzle wall. The 

model will be implemented into three systems: Steel-refractory, Steel-NMI and NMI-steel/refractory. 

 

3.2 Steel-refractory  

 

Steel grades that possess an increased tendency to clog are ones containing elements with high affinities 

for oxygen, sulfur, or nitrogen. Examples of such elements are aluminum, rare earth metals, calcium, or 

titanium and these are able to form solid non-metallic inclusions, such as Al2O3 or CaS, in the liquid 

steel
[257]

. Special importance over the years is given to clogging caused during the production of Al-killed 

steels
[12,19,20,27,28,32,38,40–42,73,98,123,139,258–261]

. In these steels, the solid aluminum oxides formed due to 

deoxidation already in the liquid steel during tapping and subsequent ladle treatment. These alumina 

particles within a size of 1-10 µm, are transported from the bulk region to the boundary layer eventually 

may come in contact with the nozzle refractory. They adhere to the wall by interfacial forces, caused by a 

fluid cavity formation around the contact point. Their high contact angle of 137° with molten steel is 

believed to be the reason that these steels have a high risk of clogging the SEN.  

 

In order to observe how the ceramic phase may affects the clogging problem of steel containing solid 

alumina inclusions, the detachment model presented in Section 3.1.1 will be solved for a 5 µm alumina 

inclusion with 137 deg. with molten steel at different steel/ceramic interfaces.  
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In Figure 38, the adhesion force calculated between a 5 µm diameter aluminum oxide at different 

steel/refractory interfaces according to Equations (2-7) is presented. At Case (A-A) the alumina particle is 

adhered at an alumina-based refractory of 137 deg. of contact angle with molten steel. A reduction of the 

adhesion force presented in Case (A-A) is possible under the assumption that the new nozzle material 

chosen has a better wettability for liquid steel than the alumina-based refractory used before. As a 

compromise, a zirconia-based refractory was chosen for this analysis because it has a contact angle of 

100°. In Case (Z-A) of Figure 38, the reduction of the adhesion force due to the selection of a refractory 

better wetted with steel is represented. The selection of refractory materials better wetted by molten steel 

was mentioned in Section 1.3 as one of the possible clogging countermeasures.  

 

Sasai et al. 
[43]

 and Mizoguchi et al.
[48]

 suggested a mechanism by which liquid FeO could act as a binder 

for the alumina particles. Kang et al.
[37]

 emphasized the importance of the interfacial conditions in 

contraposition with the bulk conditions. In the interface between steel and the refractory, a local increase 

of the oxygen concentration may lead to steel re-oxidation. In literature
[43,47–49]

, great importance is given 

to the formation of FeO as a binder for the reduction of the adhesion of alumina particles in the tundish. 

Since the FeO formation is rather unusual on an industrial scale if there is no reoxidation, this mechanism 

of a liquid phase present might be compared with the usage of refractories which may react with the 

alumina inclusions to form low-melting eutectic phases explained in Section 1.3.  

 

The formation of a liquid phase as an adhesion bridge is related to the reduction of the surface tension 

between steel and the fluid phase inside the cavity. The surface tension between molten steel and a gas or 

vapor contained in the cavity is considered to be approximately 1.8 N/m. However, the surface tension 

between molten steel and liquid slag phase is approximately 0.6 N/m
[54,262]

. Therefore, if a liquid bridge is 

formed, the adhesion force between an aluminum oxide inclusion and the new nozzle wall is reduced, as 

shown in the Case (L-A) of Figure 38, from 22.5 µN from Case (A-A) to 4 µN with the liquid binder. The 

presence of a liquid bridge reduces the adhesion force in comparison to the gaseous case, and a further 

reduction in adhesion force would be expected if the solid inclusion becomes liquid or semi-liquid. 
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Figure 38. Model calculation for the relation 

between the adhesion force, the surface tension of 

molten steel and the contact angle at the nozzle 

wall. 

Figure 39. Regime discrimination between sticking/detachment 

conditions for NMIs in the relative velocity/diameter space for three case 

studies according to detachment criteria, Equations. (34), (36) and (40). 

 

The force balances proposed in the detachment criteria (see Section 3.1) have been solved for the three 

cases presented in Figure 38. The properties necessary for the calculations are found in Table 18. Since 

the lift force is small in comparison to the adhesion force the normal ratio given by Equation (34) could 

be neglected. The parallel ratio, given by Equation (36), increases with the change of the friction 

coefficient from 0.3 (in Case (A-A) and (Z-A)) to 0.1 (in Case (L-A)). However, in all calculations, the 

torque ratio (Equation (40)) is the limiting one. As a result, the minimum velocity needed for detaching 

an inclusion at the inclusion’s center of mass is presented in Figure 39. The reduction of the adhesion 

force, from Case (A-A) to Case (L-A), leads to a decrease in the minimal steel velocity at the wall near the 

particle location for detaching the particle. To remove a 20 µm alumina inclusion in Case (A-A), the 

minimum steel flow velocity next to the wall would be at least 1 m/s, 0.8 m/s for Case (Z-A) and 0.4 m/s 

for Case (L-A). As the inclusion size increases, it becomes easier for the force of the steel flow to detach 

the particle.  

 

In industrial practice, the inclusions found in the clogging deposits are in a range of 1-10 µm. From 

Figure 39, the NMIs in this range may need even higher steel velocities in the near-wall region to be 

removed, which further underscores the importance of understanding fluid flow in the near-wall region. 

From the previous calculations, the inclusions within the mentioned range would be completely immersed 

inside the laminar layer (in accordance with the calculations in Table 5), and due to the low velocities in 

the laminar layer, they will not be detached.  
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Table 18. Material properties. 

Calculated 

Case 

Cavity 

fluid 

Liquid steel Nozzle material Non-metallic inclusion 

σ 

N/m 

𝜌𝑆  

kg/m3 

ν 

m2/s 
2 

θ2 

deg. 

E2 

GPa 
ν2 1 

θ1 

deg. 

E1 

GPa 
ν1 

ρ1 

kg/m3 

(1) 

Gas 1.8 

7000 
7.14

∙ 10−7 

Al2O3-

based 
137 314 0.27 

Al2O3 137 314 0.27 3950 (2) 
ZrO2-

based 
100 175 0.27 

(3) 
Liquid 

FeO 
0.6 

Al2O3-

based 
137 314 0.27 

 

Another factor to take into account is the roughness of the wall. The roughness may help to introduce 

some disturbances in the laminar layer and produce a local fluctuating component of the velocity. In 

turbulent flow, the instantaneous values of velocity fluctuate about a mean value. This fluctuating 

component in the turbulent near-wall region may be responsible for a temporary increase or decrease of 

the steel velocity at the particle’s position. As this fluctuation could be of the same magnitude as the 

average mean velocity, it eventually can lead to a possible detachment depending on the inclusion size and 

the material-related properties such as contact angle and surface tension. The inclusion detachment may be 

linked to the formation of unsteady turbulent eddies in the near-wall region. 

 

Over the years, it was stated that hydrodynamic conditions strongly influence the deposition of the 

inclusions
[11,22]

. The current work gives an insight on how the hydrodynamic conditions may influence the 

detachment of NMIs from the wall. Figure 39 illustrates that in areas of low velocity in the near-wall 

(dead or stagnant zones) the NMIs would not be detached and thus, the clogging tendency would increase. 

Whereas, turbulent eddies in the near-wall zone may enhance the detachment of NMIs. From the results 

obtained in Figure 38 and Figure 39, it is apparent that the modification of the refractory wettability 

proposed above (from Case (A-A) to Case (Z-A)) is not enough to cause a radical decrease of the adhesion 

forces and therefore to permit the detachment of inclusions from the nozzle wall. The controlled formation 

of a liquid phase between the inclusion and the nozzle (Case (L-A)) improves detachment in comparison 

to the initial case, suggesting that modifying the solid inclusions so that they become low melting phases 

at the refractory/steel interface might reduce clogging.  

 

The high contact angle of 137 deg. between alumina and molten iron is one of the reasons that these 

inclusions have a high risk of adhesion at the wall and thus, to clog the SEN. Once the inclusions adhere at 

the nozzle wall by interfacial forces they will not be detached. The solution of the detachment criteria 

indicates that high velocities at the NMI mass center are needed to detach these inclusions fully immersed 
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in the laminar layer. Furthermore, the small size of the inclusions found in the clogging deposits difficult 

the NMIs lifting-off. 

 

3.3 Steel-NMI   

 

In Section 2.1.2.1, HT-LSCM experiments have been performed with two different steel grades: ULC and 

Ca-treated steel. In Table 13, more details regarding their composition are given. From that investigation 

is extracted that solid alumina inclusions present a different wettability behavior in each of these steels 

and thus, a difference in the magnitude of the attractive forces.  

 

In Figure 28, the contact angles between alumina and ULC and Ca-treated steel are shown, being 137 

deg. and 98 deg., respectively. There is a difference of almost 40 deg. between both contact angles. The 

adhesion force between an alumina NMI from each steel adhered at a Al2O3 based refractory (Equations 

(2-7)) is illustrated in Figure 40 for different NMIs sizes. In this case, both the contact angle NMI/steel 

and refractory/steel are equal. The adhesion force increases with the contact angle and with the particle 

size.  

 

Figure 40. Calculation for the relation between the adhesion force, and the contact angle. 

 

The force balances proposed in the detachment criteria (see Section 3.1 for more detail) have been solved 

for the cases presented in Figure 40. As previously mentioned the normal ratio given by Equation (34) 

could be neglected. The parallel ratio, RP, given by Equation (36), uses a value of the friction coefficient 

of 0.3. However, in this case, the torque ratio, RT, Equation (40), is the limiting one. 
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The minimum steel velocity at the NMI mass center to detach it from the refractory wall is given in 

Figure 41. The properties necessary for the calculations are found in Table 19. The 5 µm alumina 

inclusions from Ca-treated steel are attached to the Al2O3 based refractory w wall with 10 µN. This 

inclusion would need a minimum steel velocity at its mass center of 0.35 m/s to be detached, as shown in 

Figure 41. The velocity rises with the particle size. Now, a 5 µm alumina inclusion from ULC is attached 

to the wall with 60 µN (see Figure 40). It would need approximately a minimum steel velocity at its mass 

center of 1.2 m/s to be detached. In good agreement with Figure 39, the lift off possibility increases with 

the NMI size.  

 

 

Figure 41. Critical conditions for the detachment of NMIs from different steel grades. 

 

Table 19. Material properties. 

Case 

Cavi

ty 

fluid 

Liquid steel Nozzle material Non-metallic inclusion 

σ 

N/m 

𝜌𝑆 

kg/m3 

ν 

m2/s 
2 

r2 

µm 

θ2 

deg. 

E2 

GPa 
ν2 

ρ2 

kg/m3 
1 

r1 

µm 

θ1 

deg. 

E1 

GPa 
ν1 

ρ1 

kg/m3 

Ca-

treat

ed Gas 

 
1.8 7000 

7.14

∙ 10−7 

Al2O3 
200 

 
98 314 0.27 3950 Al2O3 

2.5 

98 314 
0.2

7 
3950 5 

10 

ULC  Al2O3 200 137 314 0.27 3950 Al2O3 

2.5 

137 314 
0.2

7 
3950 5 

10 

A=Steel A; B= Steel B 

 

When comparing both kinds of steels, it is seen that the alumina inclusion in the Ca-treated steel are easier 

to lift-off from the steel/refractory interface than the alumina inclusions from the ULC. The reason for this 

difference is the different wetting behavior of these inclusions with each kind of steel. And thus, the steel 

grade influences the clogging tendency. 
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3.4 NMI-steel-refractory  

 

In real practice, two steels with similar composition may behave differently with respect to castability. 

This may depend on the SEN chosen, as well as on the steel characteristics, such as NMIs type, size and 

number. The detachment model will be used here as a tool to provide information on the clogging 

tendency of the steel with certain SEN material, in order to study the mentioned effects.  

 

The investigated system is formed by the following: 

(1) Two steels with similar composition that behave differently with respect to clogging, and 

(2) Four different SEN materials. 

The composition of the steels investigated is summarized in Table 20. It is reported from the production 

site that ‘Steel B’ showed higher tendency to clog the SEN during continuous casting than ‘Steel A’.  

 

Table 20. Steel A and B compositions (mass-%). 

 Steel 
C Si Mn Al  N 

% % % % % 

Steel A 0.07 0.008 0.32 0.01-0.02 0.01-0.02 

Steel B 0.07 0.012 0.22 0.01-0.02 <0.01 

 

By means of Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), samples of ‘Steel A’ and ‘Steel B’ have been 

investigated. The main inclusion found in these steels after the analysis were solid Al2O3 inclusions. The 

size distribution of the NMIs present in the sample has been obtained and the mean size of the inclusions 

was calculated and is presented in Table 21. ‘Steel A’ has a typical inclusion size of 1.53 µm ECD and 

‘Steel B’ of 1.37 µm ECD. The alumina inclusions have a similar mean size in both steels. However, the 

number of NMIs per area is bigger in ‘Steel B’ than in ‘Steel A’. Here, it is assumed that the samples 

investigated represent the melt conditions. 

Table 19. SEM-EDS NMIs statistics. 

Steel  
ECD 

Number NMIs 

per Area 

µm Nº/mm
2
 

Steel A 1.53 14.42 

Steel B 1.37 20.5 
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As already stated in the previous sections of this work, the interfacial properties of the system NMI-sSteel-

refractory are needed to solve the detachment model and to interpret the results. Thus, the materials used 

were investigated by means of HT-DSA (see Section 2.1.1.4.1 for more detail) in order to obtain the 

contact angle between the NMI (θ1) and the steel and between the refractory and the steel (θ2). Reactivity 

between the steel and substrate was not taken into account here.  

 

The contact angle of the Al2O3 inclusions and the molten steel are presented in Table 22. Al2O3-NMIs in 

‘Steel A’ have 104.5 deg. contact angle with steel and in ‘Steel B’ 102.55 deg.. This is almost 30-40 

degrees less that the same inclusion type in a ULC-steel. 

 

Four different SEN materials have been suggested for the SEN: (1) ZrO2 (called ‘Z’), (2) MgO (called 

‘M’), (3) Alumina (called ‘A1’), and (4) Alumina (called ‘A2’). The contact angle between ‘Steel A’ or 

‘Steel B’ and the refractory material are summarized in Table 22. Both steels present a non-wettability 

behavior with the refractories, since the contact angles are higher than 90 deg.. The smaller contact angle 

is presented for the system ‘Steel A/Z’ with 111 deg. and the higher contact angle corresponds to ‘Steel 

A/A1’ and ‘Steel B/A1’ with 148 deg..  

 

Table 20. Contact angles between refractory and molten steel. 

Steel  
θAl2O3-NMI/ Steel θZ / Steel θM / Steel θA1/ Steel θA2 / Steel 

deg. deg. deg. deg. deg. 

Steel A 104.5 111 132 148 145 

Steel B 102.5 131 143 148 145 

 

In Figure 42, the adhesion force between a NMI from ‘Steel A’ and ‘Steel B’ adhered to different 

refractories at a melt depth of 1 m and 1.8 N/m of molten steel surface tension is plotted by solving 

Equations (2-7). The data needed for the calculation are found in Table 23. The adhesion force between 

Al2O3-NMI from ‘Steel A’ and the refractories is listed as follows: A-Z < A-M < A-A2 < A-A1 (from 

lowest to highest). Regarding ‘Steel B’, the adhesion force is listed as follows: B-Z < B-M < B-A1 ~ B-

A2 (from lowest to highest). It is important to take into account the bigger size of the NMIs from ‘Steel A’ 

and the higher contact angle of the NMIs of ‘Steel A’ in comparison with ‘Steel B’. Thus, alumina at M, 

A1 and A2 interface shows higher adhesion force for ‘Steel A’ than for ‘Steel B’. The exception is found 

for A-Z, where alumina attraction is weaker than for B-Z. The reason is the different of the contact angles, 

being 111 deg. for ‘Steel A’ and 131 deg. for ‘Steel B’. 
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Figure 42. Adhesion force for Al2O3 from ‘Steel A’ and ‘Steel B’ and different refractory materials. 

 

The force balances proposed in the detachment criteria (see Section 3.1 for more detail) have been solved 

for the cases presented in Figure 42. As previously mentioned the normal ratio given by Equation (34) 

could be neglected. The parallel ratio, RP, given by Equation (36), uses a value of the friction coefficient 

of 0.3. However, in this case, the torque ratio, RT, Equation (40), is the limiting one. 

The minimum steel velocity at the NMI mass center to detach it from the SEN wall is given in Figure 43. 

The properties necessary for the calculations are found in Table 23. The 1.53 µm alumina inclusions from 

‘Steel A’ are attached to the wall within 3.5-6 µN depending on the refractory. The inclusions would need 

a minimum steel velocity at its mass center of 1.6-2.25 m/s to be detached, as shown in Figure 41. As the 

contact angle of the refractory increased, the harder is to detach the NMIs from the wall and is listed as 

follows: A-Z < A-M< A-A1 < A-A2. This means that the alumina inclusions from ‘Steel A’, will be 

removed easier from Z than from A2 (worse case). The 1.37 µm alumina inclusions from ‘Steel B’ are 

attached to the wall within 4-5 µN depending on the refractory (see Figure 42). They would need 

approximately a minimum steel velocity at its mass center of 2.25 m/s to be detached. The detachment 

velocities behave indifferently since the contact angles are all higher than 130 deg.  
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Figure 43. Minimum steel flow velocity at the inclusion mass center needed to detach an inclusion from ‘Steel A’ and ‘Steel B’ 

adhered at different steel/refractory interfaces according to detachment criteria, Equations. (34), (36) and (40). 

 

Table 21. Material properties. 

Case 
Cavit

y fluid 

Liquid steel Nozzle material Non-metallic inclusion 

σ 

N/m 

𝜌𝑆 

kg/m3 

ν 

m2/s 
2 

r2 

µm 

θ2 

deg. 

E2 

GPa 
ν2 

ρ2 

kg/m3 
1 

r1 

µm 

θ1 

deg. 

E1 

GPa 
ν1 

ρ1 

kg/m3 

A-Z 

Gas 1.8 7000 
7.14

∙ 10−7 

Z 

200 

111 175 0.27 5680 

Al2O3 1.5 
104

.5 
314 0.27 3950 

A-M M 132 300 0.36 3600 

A-A1 A1 148 314 0.27 3950 

A-A2 A2 145 314 0.27 3950 

B-Z Z 

200 

131 175 0.27 5680 

Al2O3 1.4 
102

.6 
314 0.27 3950 

B-M M 143 300 0.36 3600 

B-A1a A1 148 314 0.27 3950 

B-A2 A2 145 314 0.27 3950 

A=Steel A; B= Steel B 

 

When comparing the steel grades, it is appreciated that the inclusions in both steels need a steel velocity at 

the NMI mass center to be detached higher than 1.4 m/s. As already mention in the previous section, the 

studied NMIs would be completely immersed inside the laminar layer (in accordance with the calculations 

in Table 5), and due to the low velocities in the laminar layer, they will not be detached. From the 

previous section was suggested that turbulent eddies in the near-wall zone may enhance the detachment of 

NMIs.  
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Furthermore, all the combinations with ‘Steel B’ and the refractories proposed and ‘Steel A’ with A1 and 

A2 refractory exceed the maximum steel velocity of the SEN proposed in Table 5. This indicates the low 

probability of these NMIs to be detached once they adhered to the steel/refractory interface.  

 

The reason for the high steel velocity needed for the detachment is the small size of the NMIs. From 

Figure 39 was observed that the smaller inclusions are harder to be lifted off. Thus, the inclusions from 

‘Steel A’ with 1.5 µm mean diameter will need a slightly smaller velocity to be removed from than the 

inclusions from ‘Steel B’ with 1.4 µm mean diameter. 

 

These results suggest that ‘Steel B’ may have a higher tendency to clog the proposed SENs. This agrees 

with the previous knowledge that ‘Steel B’ presented a worse castability. Another reason supporting this 

fact is the higher number of small inclusions present per area in ‘Steel B’ than in ‘Steel A’ (see Table 20). 

 

In general, it is seen that the alumina inclusions from ‘Steel B’ are harder to be detached than the ones 

from ‘Steel A’. For three reasons:  

 

(1) The mean NMIs size is smaller for ‘Steel B’ than ‘Steel A’. Small inclusions are harder to be 

detached than big ones.  

(2) The worse wettability of ‘Steel B’ with the refractory materials. All the contact angles between 

the refractory and ‘Steel B’ present a contact angle above 130 deg. 

(3) Higher number of NMIs per area in ‘Steel B’. A higher number of small inclusions will most 

presumably also result in a higher number of collisions between the particles and the SEN-wall. 

 

Figure 43 could be used to select the refractory with the lowest clogging risk for each steel. For ‘Steel A’, 

the refractory ‘Z’ may be selected since the velocity needed to detach a NMI adhered from the wall is the 

smallest one. However, the selection of investigated refractories does not contain a promising option for 

‘Steel B’ as all of them show a high wettability A theoretical measure could be to reduce the number of 

small inclusions which is in fact difficult to realize in ladle treatment. 

 

3.5 Discussion 

 

The detachment criteria of NMIs at a steel/refractory interface have been developed in this chapter based 

on the material properties and assuming certain –simplified- fluid flow conditions in the SEN. The 

interfacial properties of the system NMI-steel-refractory have been investigated in order to investigate 

how they may affect the clogging tendency. The following is concluded: 
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(1) Steel-refractory: The detachment model has been solved for alumina inclusions at different 

steel/refractory interface. As a conclusion, it is seen that the improvement of the refractory 

wettability increases the lift-off tendency of the NMIs from the steel/refractory wall. 

(2) Steel-NMI: the detachment model has been solved for alumina inclusions coming from two 

different steel grades (ULC and Ca-treated steels). The alumina is better wetted at the Ca-treated 

steel and thus they show higher tendency to be lifted-off from the steel/refractory wall than at the 

ULC.  

(3) NMI-steel-refractory: Two steels with similar characteristics show different contact angle with 

the same refractory material.  

Other parameters observed to affect the clogging tendency are:  

(1) NMIs Size: The inclusions within a size of 1-10 µm which are normally present in the clogging 

deposit need extremely high velocities at its mass center to be detach from the wall once they 

adhered (see Figure 39); Whereas bigger inclusions will be more exposed to the detachment 

forces. 

(2) NMIs per area: If the number of NMIs per area is high, more collisions between particles and the 

SEN-wall will result and the probability for the adhesion of NMIs at the steel/refractory interface 

will consequently be higher.  

(3) Hydrodynamic conditions: influence the adhesion and the detachment. Thus, dead-zones with 

small steel velocity will be areas where no detachment will be possible, whereas turbulent zones 

may increase the detachment possibility.  
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4 Argon injection  

Argon is injected in the SEN or more commonly at the tip of the stopper rod in order to reduce the 

adhesion force at the steel/ceramic interface. Some information regarding the argon injection is given in 

Section 1.3. In the next two sections, the following phenomena are examined in detail: 

 

(1) The behavior of bubbles at a steel/refractory interface.  

(2) The deposition mechanism of NMI at a steel/gas interface.  

 

In both sections, the forces acting on the bubbles or the NMI are analyzed. Two detachment criteria are 

developed to investigate the size of bubbles that may be stable at the steel/refractory interface and to 

investigate if the NMIs may be detached from the bubbles once they adhere at the steel/gas interface.  

 

4.1 Bubbles at steel/refractory interface 

 

In this section, the conditions for the investigation of bubbles at a steel/refractory interface are established. 

Parameters, such as contact angle or equivalent radius are analyzed with respect to their influence on their 

behavior at the steel/refractory interface. The forces acting to adhere or detach the bubble at the wall are 

explained.  

In water model experiments, Bai and Thomas et al.
[88,89]

 observed that at large Ar injection rates and high 

water flow, the argon bubbles elongate along the wall forming a gas layer,  preventing the physical contact 

between the steel stream and the refractory wall and thus, the build-up of inclusions on the SEN wall. In 

these experiments, argon gas was injected horizontally through the tiny holes on the inner wall of the 

nozzle into highly turbulent downward-flowing liquid. Bubble formation fell into one of the four different 

modes represented in Figure 44. They concluded that the mode depends primarily on the velocity of the 

flowing liquid and secondarily on the gas flow rate. 
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Figure 44. The four modes of injected gas behavior through Water-modelling experiments[88,89] 

 

(1) Mode I (low liquid speed and small gas flow rate), uniform-sized bubbles form and detach from 

the wall.  

(2) Mode II is intermediate between Mode I and Mode III.  

(3) Mode III (high liquid speed), the injected gas elongates down-along the wall and breaks into 

uneven sized bubbles.  

(4) Mode IV (high liquid speed and high gas flow rate), the gas elongates a long distance down the 

nozzle walls, forming a sheet before breaking up. 

 

Bai et al.
[89]

 claimed that in a real-life nozzles with hundreds of pierced holes or thousands of tiny pores on 

porous refractory, a continuous gas curtain might be expected on the gas injection section of the inner wall 

of the nozzle for Mode III. In fact, the argon gas injected into the liquid steel has much bigger tendency to 

fall into Mode III and to form a gas curtain/layer on the refractory wall due to the much larger surface 

tension of the liquid steel and the non-wetting behavior of the liquid steel on the refractory material. Their 

experiments also showed that no matter what bubble formation mode, the injected gas will partially and 

from time to time also detach from the wall, break up into discrete bubbles and join the liquid stream. 

Therefore, no stable and permanent gas curtain in the tundish nozzle might form but a partial occupancy 

of the interface with continuously adhering and after a while detaching bubbles, at least after a certain 

distance from the gas injection section.  

 

If the argon injected follows Mode III as explained by Bai et al.
 [89]

, the bubbles attached to the wall will 

experience the effect of the drag force due to the shearing liquid flow. The transverse flowing liquid 

makes the contact angles no longer uniform along the bubble-solid contact circumference
[89]

. At the 

upstream of the bubble, the contact angle increases to θa, defined as the advancing contact angle, and at 
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the downstream of the bubble, the contact angle decreases to θr, defined as the receding contact angle 

shown in the following Figure 45-a).  

a)   b)                  

Figure 45. a) Bubbles attached to the wall following Mode III. The advance and receding contact angles due to the drag force 

acting over the bubble and b) static bubble attached at the nozzle wall defined by a static contact angle and the height of the 

cup, h, and the contact radius, a. 

 

Estimations on advancing and receding contact angles for elongated argon bubbles in flowing steel can be 

made based on the observation in the air-water system. The static contact angle is much larger for steel-

argon system (θO =150 deg.) than for water-air system (θO =50 deg.). The advancing contact angle, θa, 

should be larger than the static contact angle θO and increases with increasing liquid velocity, but it cannot 

be larger than 180 deg.. The receding contact angle θr should be smaller than the static contact angle and 

decreases with increasing liquid velocity. Bai et al.
[89]

 defined a contact angle function based on the liquid 

steel velocity from their estimations the advancing and receding contact angles for a steel velocity of 0,9 

m/s are θa =155 deg. ( > θO =150 deg.) and θr =124 deg. (> θO =150 deg.) when θO = 150 deg., 

respectively
[89]

. 

 

For the following forces calculations, the bubble will be considered to be static at the nozzle wall with a 

contact angle of θO = 150 deg.. The height of the bubble, defined as h, and the contact radius between the 

bubble and the wall, defined as a, are calculated with Equation (42) and (43). More details about the 

bubble parameters calculation (h and a) are given in Figure 45-b) and Appendix F. 

 

a =  rb sin θ0 =
h

tan (
π − θ0

2
)
 ( 41 ) 

h = a ∙ tan (
π − θ0

2
) =

2rb (tan (
π − θ0

2
))

2

[1 + (tan (
π − θ0

2
))

2

]

 ( 42 ) 
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Being rb the equivalent bubble diameter.   

 

Table 17. SEN characteristics and maximum bubble size inside the boundary layer. 

ΦSEN umax 
Re 

δ=h rb,max 

mm m/s µm mm 

30 
1 21.000 ~370 2.8 

2 42.000 ~260 1.9 

 

If the height of the bubble is equal to the thickness of the boundary layer the maximum possible radius of 

a bubble inside the boundary layer will arise. From Table 17, the thickness of the boundary layer, δ, for a 

30 mm diameter SEN was given, being of approx. 370 µm for 1 m/s maximum steel velocity and of 

approx. 260 µm for 2 m/s maximum steel velocity. When substituting the thickness of the boundary layer 

into Equation (42) the maximum possible equivalent bubble radius, rb,max, results with 2.8 mm and 1.9 

mm for 1 and 2 m/s of molten steel, respectively. Bubbles bigger than this size will no longer be inside the 

laminar layer.  

 

In this section, the argon injected is assumed to fall into Model III of Figure 42, where the gas elongates 

down-along the wall. The bubble is assumed to be static at the steel/refractory interface with a contact 

angle of 150 deg.. As well the geometrical parameters of the bubble (a and h) have been defined in 

function of the equivalent bubble radius. The maximum size of a bubble that may be immersed on the 

boundary layer of the SEN has been calculated.  

 

4.1.1 Adhesion of bubbles at a steel/refractory interface 

 

 

Figure 46. Attractive and detachment forces affecting a bubble adhered at a steel/refractory interface. 
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The argon bubbles at the steel/refractory interface may be subjected to attractive forces, which keep the 

bubble at the wall, and to other external forces which force the bubble to be detached, as shown in Figure 

46. The attractive force, that is investigated here, is the surface tension force. The detachment forces 

analyzed are related to the bubble material properties and to the steel fluid flow, such as buoyancy, drag 

and lift forces. 

 

4.1.1.1 Attractive force 

 

(1) Surface tension force 

 

The force that keeps a bubble adhered at the surface of a nozzle wall is called surface tension force, FS, 

and it is illustrated in Figure 47-a). The derivation of the surface tension force for a static bubble (θr =

θa = θO) adhered to a SEN-wall is demonstrated in detail in Appendix G, and finally results in Equation 

(44)
 [89,263]

  

 

FS =  π a σ sin θ0 ( 43 ) 

 

In Figure 45-b), the dependence of the bubble size on the adhesion force is plotted. The surface tension 

force that keeps the bubbles attracted to the wall increased with the bubble size.  

  

a) b) 

Figure 47. a) Surface tension force in a static bubble at the nozzle wall, and b) Dependence of the surface tension force (Bubble-

wall) with the argon bubble size. 
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4.1.1.2 Detachment forces  

 

Bubbles adhered at a nozzle wall will be subjected to other forces in the near-wall region as illustrated in 

Figure 48. Buoyancy, drag and lift will be analyzed.  

 

Figure 48. Force contributions in a bubble adhered at a nozzle wall in the boundary layer. (FS = surface tension force, FB = 

buoyancy force, FL= lift force, and FD = drag force). 

 

(1) Buoyancy force 

 

Each argon bubble submerged in molten steel experiences an upward force opposing its weight, known as 

buoyancy force, FB. The buoyancy force depends on the density difference between the bubble and the 

steel, the gravity acceleration, and the volume of the submerged bubble, and is given by the following 

equations: 

 

FB = Vb(ρs − ρ
b)g ( 44 ) 

Vb =
1

3
π rb

3 ∙
[2 + cos(π − θo)] sin(π − θo)

[1 + cos(π − θo)]2
 ( 45 ) 

 

where Vb is the volume of the argon droplet
[264]

 (m
3
), ρs and ρb are the density (kg/m

3
) of the molten steel 

and the gas bubble, respectively, and g is the gravity acceleration (m/s
2
). 

 

(2) Fluid flow forces 
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The fluid flow conditions have been stablished previously in Section 1.2.2. 

 

a) Drag force 

 

A bubble adhered to the nozzle experiences a drag force due to the relative movement of molten steel. The 

drag force, FD, depends on the bubble surface and on the molten steel properties, such as velocity and 

density according to Equation (46)
[89]

: 

FD =  CD,NS

ρSur
2

2
A1 ( 46 ) 

 

where CD,NS is the drag coefficient for a non-spherical shape, A1 is the projected area of the bubble toward 

the flow direction (m
2
), ρS is the molten steel density (kg/m

3
) and ur is the relative velocity between the 

inclusion and the molten steel at the inclusion’s mass center (m/s).  

 

The shape of the bubble will be approximated to an ellipsoid with an aspect ratio defined in Equation 

(47): 

 

E =
d∥

d⊥

= {
< 1  → Oblate
= 1  → Sphere
> 1 → Prolate

} ( 47 ) 

d∥ = 2 ⋅ a ( 48 ) 

d⊥ = 2 ∙ h ( 49 ) 

 

Where d∥ and d⊥ are the parallel and normal diameters. In this case,  d∥ > d⊥ and thus E > 1 in Equation 

(48). The bubble will be approximated to a prolate spheroid.   

 

The drag coefficient for non-spherical particles, CD,NS at intermediate Reynolds numbers is calculated as 

follows
[265]

: 

 

CD,NS = CD
∗ ∙ CShape ( 50 ) 

CD
∗ =

24

Rep
∗

[1 + 0.15(Rep
∗ )

0.687
] +

0.42

1 +
42,500

(Rep
∗ )

1.16

 for circular cross section 
( 51 ) 

Rep
∗ =

CShapeRep

fshape

 ( 52 ) 
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Where CD* the dimensionless Clift-Gauvin expression for the drag coefficient for shapes with circular 

cross section, fshape is the Stokes correction factor for prolate spheroids, Rep* is the corrected Reynolds 

number, and Cshape is the Newton correction factor. 

 

The Stokes correction factor is defined as the ratio of creeping solid spheroid drag force to creeping solid 

sphere drag force (where both have the same equivalent diameter). The Stokes correction factor for prolate 

spheroids, fShape: 

 

fshape =
FD,NS(E, Rep → 0)

FD,Sphere

= (
2

5
+

2E

5
) ∙ E−

1
3      ∀     1 < E < 6   ( 53 ) 

 

The Newton correction factor represents the normalization the drag coefficient with the drag coefficient of 

a sphere with the same volume. The Newton drag correction, Cshape: 

 

CShape ≈ 1 + 0.7√Asurf
∗ − 1 + 2.4(Asurf

∗ − 1) for E > 1 ( 54 ) 

Asurf
∗ =

1

2E
2
3

+
E

1
3

2√1 − E−2
sin−1 (√1 − E−2)  for E ≥ 1 ( 55 ) 

 

Where Asurf
∗  is the surface area ratio for a prolate spheroid given by Equation (55).  

 

The projected area towards the fluid flow is equivalent to half of the prolate spheroid: 

 

A1 = (πℎ2) 2⁄  ( 56 ) 

 

with h the height of the cup.  

 

Due to the small particle sizes involved, the particle Reynolds number, Rep, will be quite small. Thus, the 

non-stationary drag force terms, such as virtual mass force and Basset force may be neglected. 

 

b) Lift force 

 

In addition to the drag force, the flow passing around the adhered bubble may create a difference in 

pressure resulting in a lifting force normal to the wall
[67,68]

. The approach of Leighton and Acrivos
[69,70]

 

will be used according to Equation (58), 
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FL =  9,22ReG(u̇μrb
2)       ∀    ReG =

u̇rb
2

υ
 ( 57 ) 

 

where ReG is the shear Reynolds number, and rb the equivalente bubble radius. 

 

In this section, the Mode III represented in Figure 44, has been assumed to be the typical behavior of gas 

injected in the flow control system of the mould. Parameters, such as bubbles size and contact angle with 

were studied and the bubble was assumed to be static and stable at the interface for the following analyses. 

The forces acting on a bubble adhered at the steel/refractory interface have been explained. The surface 

tension force keeps the bubble adhered to the interface, but buoyancy, drag and lift act against this 

adhesion. In the following section, the deposition mechanism of NMIs towards a steel/gas interface will be 

investigated.  

 

4.2 Inclusion at the steel/gas interface 

 

The NMIs deposition mechanism at a steel/gas interface is divided in three steps
[266,267]

 and is 

schematically illustrated in Figure 49. 

 

 

Figure 49. Mechanism of deposition of NMI at an argon bubble: Transport, separation and adhesion. 

 

(1) Transport: The NMIs are transported from the bulk region to the gaseous/liquid interface upon 

formation of a thin film of molten steel between the NMI and the gas phase.   

(2) Separation: The liquid film between the NMI and the gas phase will drain to a critical thickness 

at which rupture occurs.  
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(3) Adhesion: Movement of the three-phase contact line until a stable wetting perimeter is 

established. 

 

The separation and adhesion steps will be developed in the following sections, but no further comment on 

the transport step will be given here.  

 

4.2.1 Separation of NMIs at a steel/gas interface 

 

When a NMI separates from the metal bath to the steel/gas interface by the rupute of the thin steel film 

there is a change in the interfacial energy of the NMI. The NMIs passes from a the bulk melt to a steel/gas 

interface. The free energy change in the system is given by Equation (62)
[54]

. More details on how to 

obtain this equation are given in Appendix (A). 

 

ΔG = σ ∙(cos θ1 -1) ( 58 ) 

 

Where θ1 is the NMI contact angle with the molten steel.  

 

Figure 50 indicates that an Al2O3 should be attached more readily towards a steel/argon gas interface than 

towards a steel/refractory interface. This indicates that there is a high tendency for NMIs to separate 

towards a gas bubble adhered at the nozzle wall. 

  

Figure 50. Free energy change, ΔG, when different Al2O3 NMIs separate at an Al2O3-based refractory (Point (A-A)) and an 

argon bubble (Point (A-Ar)) given by Equation (58). 
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4.2.2 Adhesion of NMIs at a steel/gas interface 

 

The NMIs adhered at the steel/gas interface may be subjected to attractive forces, which keep the NMIs at 

the gas bubble, and to other external forces which force the NMIs to be detached, as shown in Figure 51. 

The attractive force investigated here will be the capillary force and the detachment forces analyzed are 

buoyancy, drag and lift forces.  

 

Figure 51. Attractive and detachment forces affecting a bubble adhered at a steel/refractory interface. 

 

4.2.2.1 Attraction force 

 

(1) Capillary force 

 

 

Figure 52. NMI adhered at an argon bubble at the nozzle wall. 
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The micro-inclusions stay adhered at the molten steel/gas interface due an attractive force called capillary 

force, FC
[266,267]

. This force is defined by Equation (59) and illustrated in Figure 52. 

 

FC = −2πr1σ sin ω sin(ω + θ1) ( 59 ) 

ω = atan [
− σ sin θ1

[
r1
rb

σ − r1rbρSg + σ cos θ1]
] ( 60 ) 

 

where r1 is the NMI radius, σ is the surface tension, ω is the center-angle when the particle is stable at the 

fluid interface. This force defined in Equation (59) is calculated at the stability position, which is 

indicated by the angle “ω”, given in Equation (60). More details on how to obtain “ω” are found in 

Appendix H. 

 

In Figure 53, the capillary force suffered by an Al2O3-NMI adhered at a steel/argon interface is calculated 

from Equation (59) and (60). The capillary force decreases with the increase of the bubble size as can be 

seen in Figure 53. For a 10 µm Al2O3-NMI the capillary force decreases from 2.9 – 0.6 µN when the 

equivalent bubble radius is increased from 200 – 750 µm.  

 

 

Figure 53. Capillary force between NMI and an argon bubble a) for Al2O3 NMIs at different bubbles sizes. 

 

Another parameter affecting the capillary force is the NMI wettability. The change of the capillary force 

when the wettability of the NMI is improved from 137 deg. (Al2O3-NMI) to 100 deg. (ZrO2-NMI) is 

shown in Figure 54-a). ZrO2, which is better wetted by the steel, will adhere strongly to the steel/argon 

interface than alumina of the same size.  
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a) b) 

Figure 54. Capillary force between NMI and an argon bubble a) for different NMI types at constant bubble size, and b) 

Adhesion force for Al2O3 NMI and ZrO2 NMI. 

 

This effect is the opposite to that observed in Figure 54-b) where the adhesion force of a NMI adhered at 

a steel/refractory interface is illustrated (Equations (2)-(7)). In Figure 54-b), the adhesion force decreases 

with the decrease of the contact angle. When comparing a ZrO2 and an Al2O3 inclusion, it is seen that the 

ZrO2 will be attracted with a weaker force at the steel/refractory interface than Al2O3 but it will be 

attracted stronger than Al2O3 at the steel/gas interface. 

 

4.2.2.2 Detachment forces 

 

 

Figure 55. Forces analyzed on a NMI in contact with an argon bubble in the boundary layer. (FC = Capillary force, FB = 

buoyancy force, FL= lift force, and FD = drag force) 

 

Capillary forces attach the NMIs towards the steel/argon interface. The particles partially immerse in the 

steel and in the argon bubble; the immersion depends on the center-angle ω. Different forces act to detach 
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the inclusions from this interface. Drag and lift come from the fluid flow created from the steel movement 

into the SEN, thus they only act in the dark-shadow area of Figure 55; whereas, buoyancy force depends 

on the material properties. 

 

(1) Buoyancy force 

 

As already mentioned, micro-oxides partly immerse in the steel and in the argon bubble. The buoyancy 

force of this partially immersed NMI is the sum of the buoyancy of the part immersed in the steel and the 

part immersed in the argon bubble, this relation is given in Equation (61). However, since the buoyancy 

of the particle in the gas is too small. The buoyancy can be approximated to that created for the volume of 

the particle immersed in the steel.  

 

FB = FB,immersedinGas + FB,immersedinSteel = FB,immersedinSteel ( 61 ) 

 

The buoyancy is given by the product of the density of the liquid, acceleration due to gravity, and the 

volume of liquid displaced by the submerged section of the particle, that is
[266,268,269]

: 

 

FB =
π

3
rp

3[cos ω3 − 3 cos ω + 2] ∙ (ρS − ρ1)g   ( 62 ) 

 

Where ρ1 is the density of the particle. 

 

(2) Fluid flow force 

 

a) Drag force  

 

A spherical inclusion adhered to an argon bubble in the bulk melt experiences a drag force due to the 

relative movement of molten steel. The drag force, FD, depends on the inclusion surface and on the molten 

steel properties, such as velocity and density according to Equation (63)
[7,43,47]

 

 

FD =  CD

ρur
2

2
A1     ( 63 ) 
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where CD is the drag coefficient, A1 is the projected area of the inclusion toward the flow direction (m
2
) 

and ur is the relative velocity between the inclusion and the molten steel at the inclusion’s mass center 

(m/s). 

 

The drag coefficient on a sphere in steady motion can be estimated by using the empirical correlation 

proposed by Lapple, given in Equation (64)
[43,47,66]

. This equation is an interpolation between the Stokes 

and the Newton regimes. 

CD =  
24 ∙ (1 + 0,15 ∙ Rep

2/3
)

Rep
    ∀    Rep =

ur d
1

υ
 ≤ 1000 ( 64 ) 

 

The projected area of the inclusion toward the flow direction, A1, is given by Equation (65). 

 

A1 = (
1

2
) ∙ πy2 ( 65 ) 

𝐲 = rp − r = rp − (rp ∙ cos w) = rp ∙ (1 − cos w)   ∀  w < 90 ( 66 ) 

 

where y is the distance of the particle that is immersed into the steel. 

 

Due to the small particle sizes involved, the particle Reynolds number, Rep, will be quite small. Thus, the 

non-stationary drag force terms, such as virtual mass force and Basset force, are not important and 

therefore will not be considered. 

 

b) Lift force 

 

The lift force for a NMI was already defined by Equation (18) in Section 1.1.2.2. Here the lift force of a 

NMI adhered at a steel/gas interface will be approximated to the NMI adhered at a steel/refractory 

interface.  

 

In this section, the deposition mechanims of a NMI towards a steel/gas interface was introduced. The 

attractive and detachment forces that act over the adhered NMI adhered at have been explained. The 

capillary force keeps the bubble adhered to the interface, but buoyancy, drag and lift act against its 

adhesion.  
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4.3 Detachment criteria 

 

Two detachment criteria will be developed here: 

(1) For a bubble adhered to a steel/refractory interface 

(2) For a NMI adhered to a steel/gas interface. 

 

The criteria are based on the force contributions already introduced in Section 4.1.1 and 4.2.2. See Figure 

46 and 53 for more detail. Three criteria in terms of force and torque balances will determine whether a 

bubble in contact with the wall or a NMI at the steel/gas interface will be detached from the interface or 

not. The same balances as in Section 3.1 will be solved for each case. The final Equations are presented in 

Table 23. 

 

Table 22. Detachment criteria for a gas bubble at a steel/refractory interface and a NMI at a steel/gas interface. 

 
Gas bubble at  

Steel/Refractory interface 

NMI at  

Steel/gas interface 

Normal 

movement 
RN =

FL

FS

 ( 67 ) RN =
FL

FC

 ( 68 ) 

Parallel 

movement 
RP =

(FD − FB)

κS(FS −  FL)
 ( 69 ) RP =

(FD − FB)

κS(FC − FL)
 ( 70 ) 

Toque 

moment 
   RT =

hFD  + aFL − hFB

aFS

 ( 71 )    RT =
yFD  + bFL − r1FB

rb sin ω FC

 ( 72 ) 

 

For the detachment of a bubble from the wall or a NMI from the bubble in the normal direction 

(Equations (67) and (68)), the lift force must overcome the attractive force. Since the lift force is directly 

dependent on the fluid flow conditions next to the wall, any increase in velocity at the near-wall region 

will increase the normal ratio. The resultant tangential force should overcome the friction between the 

surfaces, to move the bubble or the NMI in parallel direction (Equations (69) and (70)). The frictional 

force, FF, is proportional to the normal force exerted by each surface on the other, directed perpendicular 

to the surface. Where Fn is the normal force (N), κs is the coefficient of friction defined as 0.1 for both 

cases. The torque moment (Equation (71) and (72)) defines the tendency of a force to rotate an object 

about an axis
[256]

. Drag and lift forces exerted on the bubble or in a NMI might induce a torque. The 

criterion indicates that the bubble or the NMI will be detached when one of the ratios (RN, RP or RT) is 

greater than unity. 
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4.3.1 Results 

 

First, the stability of argon-gas bubbles next to the wall will be studied by implementation of the 

detachment criteria, given by Equations (67), (69), and (71). As a result, the smallest bubble that will be 

detached at certain steel velocity at its mass center is obtained. It is seen that an equivalent bubble with a 

radius of 810 µm will be detached when the velocity of the steel is at its mass center is 2 m/s by the 

parallel ratio. This size will be taken as the maximum bubble size that will be stable at the wall. It can be 

seen in Table 17 that bubbles smaller than 1.9 mm lay inside the boundary layer when the maximum steel 

velocity is 2 m/s in a 30 mm SEN. Therefore, it can be assumed that the argon gas bubbles smaller than 

810 µm may be inside the boundary layer and in addition, being stable at the interface. Even though, it is 

known that at certain point the bubbles tend to break out, this is not taken into account here. 

 

The detachment criteria for a NMI adhered at a molten steel/gas interface will be implemented for NMIs 

that do not contact with the wall. This means that the immersion radius of the NMI in the bubble (r1+r) 

smaller than the height of the bubble, h. The minimum size of the bubble for a NMI adhesion without 

touching the nozzle depends on the NMI size. In Table 18, the minimum and maximum bubble size for 

each NMI size is given and it was presented in Figure 53-b). 

 

Table 18. Minimum and maximum equivalent bubble size at the nozzle wall for Al2O3 NMIs. 

r1 rb,min rb,max 

µm µm µm 

1 13 

810 
2.5 32 

5 63.5 

10 127.5 

 

The detachment criteria, given by Equations (68), (70), and (72), will be implemented to study the 

detachment of NMIs adhered at a steel/argon interface. As a result, the minimum velocity needed for 

detaching an inclusion at the inclusion’s center of mass by any of the force ratios is presented in Figure 

56. 
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Figure 56. Regime discrimination between sticking/detachment conditions for NMIs in the relative velocity/diameter space for an 

alumina inclusion at a steel/argon interface for different bubble sizes according to detachment criteria given by Equations (68), 

(70) and (72). 

 

The parallel ratio, given by Equation (70), uses a value of the friction coefficient of 0.1 and it is the 

limiting ratio for all cases. A 5 µm diameter inclusion attached to the steel/gas interface needs a minimum 

steel velocity at its mass center of 0.55 m/s to be detached from an 800 µm radius bubble and would need 

1.65 m/s for a 200 µm bubble. From Figure 56, it can be seen that the decrease of the bubble size raises 

the steel velocity at the NMI mass center to detach it, since the capillary force rise with the decrease of the 

bubble volume. Furthermore, if the inclusion size increases from 1 to 10 µm, it becomes harder to detach 

the particle. As well, the capillary force rises with the particle size at a constant volume of the bubble. 

Both effects, the NMI size and the bubble volume, are in good agreement with Figure 53 and 54-a).  

 

The inclusions within the mention range, once separate and adhere at the steel/argon interface are not 

prone to be detached, since they are inside the boundary layer and the velocities in this area are low, in the 

range presented in Table 5. Thus, the argon bubbles attached to the SEN wall could act successfully as 

NMI collectors and protectors in order to avoid the direct contact and posterior sintering of the NMI to the 

wall. 

 

In this section, the detachment criteria for and the lift-off a bubble from the steel/refractory interface and 

the lift-off NMI at a steel/gas interface have been derivated. The first model gives information regarding 

the maximum size of stable argon bubbles at the steel/refractory interface. The latter criteria give 

information regarding the critical conditions for the detachment of NMI for the interface based on the 

bubble volume.  
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4.4 Discussion 

 

In the following section, parameters influencing the mechanism of deposition of NMIs at a steel/gas 

interface are discussed. Moreover, the comparison with the deposition of NMIs at a steel/refractory 

interface is performed. The following parameters are commented:  

(1) Change of free energy for the separation of NMIs to an interface,  

(2) Influence of the volume of the fluid phase of the adhesion step, and  

 

A NMI separates from the metal bath to an interface in order to reduce its high interfacial energy. In this 

work, the free energy change for the adhesion of a NMI has been investigated for two different interfaces: 

 

(1) Steel/refractory interface by Equation (1). 

(2) Steel/gas interface by Equation (62). 

 

While the tendency for separation at the steel/refractory interface can be reduced by improving the 

wettability of the solid phases (NMI or refractory). As it can be seen in Figure 57, from an initial situation 

of adhesion of an alumina inclusion at an alumina-based refractory in Point (A-A), the clogging tendency 

will be reduced: 

(1) by the selection of refractories with better wettability with steel like in Point (Z-A) in Figure 57. 

(2) by selection of refractories with certain reactivity like in Point (L-A) in Figure 57. 

(3) by the modification of solid alumina inclusion in liquid inclusions by calcium treatment in Point 

(A-CA) in Figure 57.  

However, the steel/gas interface behaves differently. The NMIs will separate more readily to an argon 

bubble (Point Ar-A in Figure 57) than to an alumina refractory wall (Point A-A in Figure 57). Thus, the 

argon purging has a double task:  

(1) Protect the refractory wall, avoiding the direct contact of the NMIs with the wall  

(2) Collect NMIs, avoiding them to pass on to the next processing stage, the casting process. 
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Figure 57. Change of free energy from the immersed state to the separated state for the cases studied in Section 3 and 4. 

 

The attractive forces, such as adhesion force and capillary force, depend on the volume of the fluid phase. 

In Figure 58 is represented the attractive force in function of the equivalent bubble radius of the fluid 

phase. The attractive force to keep a NMI at an interface decreases when the bubble volume increases. The 

dark-lines in the figure represent the capillary force for a NMI adhered at a steel/gas interface (Equations 

(59)-(60) in Section 4.2.2.1). The capillary force was calculated for the bubble sizes between the 

minimum and maximum values given in Table 18. The dots represent the adhesion force of a NMI 

adhered at a steel/refractory interface explained in Section 1.2.1. The volume and the equivalent bubble 

size of the bridge were calculated applying the procedure given in Appendix D. In addition, it is seen that 

the size of the NMI influences the attractive force. The attraction increases with the NMIs size for any of 

the interfaces. 

 

Figure 58. Comparison between attractive forces between: (1) NMI/Nozzle wall, and (2) NMI/Gas bubble. 
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In Figure 59, the comparison of the results from the detachment criteria for a NMI at a steel/refractory 

interface and for a NMI at a steel/gas interface is presented. In general, the following tendencies are 

observed: 

(1) At steel/refractory interface: Smaller NMIs need a high steel velocity at their mass center to be 

lifted off from the interface. Hence, small inclusions are much more difficult to lift-off after 

coming into contact with the interface. Whereas bigger inclusions will be easier to lift off from the 

interface.  

(2) At steel/gas interface: The big inclusions will feel more stable at the gas/bubble interface than 

small inclusions.  

 

In general, it is seen that small inclusions present more risk to clog the SEN. This agrees with industrial 

practice results where the inclusions found in the clogging deposits are in a range of 1-10 µm. And thus, 

argon purging is needed in order to protect from the contact between the NMIs and the SEN wall, acting 

as a successful clogging countermeasure. 

 

Figure 59. Comparison between the minimum steel flow velocities at the inclusion mass center needed to detach an inclusion 

from a steel/refractory and a steel/gas interface for different NMIs size. 
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5 Conclusions  

The relevance of certain clogging parameters onto the NMIs deposition at steel/refractory and steel/gas 

interfaces is summarized here: 

(1) Interfacial properties in the system NMI-steel-refractory 

(a) The role of interfacial properties on clogging in continuous casting has been frequently 

addressed in literature. The present work focusses on the observation of the behavior of NMIs 

at steel/refractory systems by means of HT-LSCM and the quantitative determination of 

capillary forces which act between the particles. A theoretical model for the prediction of the 

capillary forces, with input values of wetting angles from own measurement with a HT-DSA 

apparatus, shows a notable consistence with the HT-LSCM results, in Chapter 2.  

(b) In Chapter 3, the clogging tendency of particles at the interface steel/refractory is represented 

by deriving a model which predicts the critical conditions needed for detachment of NMIs. 

Here, the wetting of inclusions and refractories by the liquid steel are proved to be the key 

parameters. Thus, the significant role of interfacial properties can be considered as proven; not 

only for NMIs at the liquid steel surface but also for NMIs in the bulk. 

(c) Non-wetting systems of steel/NMI result in high adhesion forces and hence their attraction is 

promoted by the refractory/steel interface. This gives a good explanation for the usually high 

clogging sensitivity of Al2O3 particles. The modification of NMIs with e.g. addition of 

calcium results in (at least) partial liquification and consequently, the change from a non-

wetting to a wetting system. Finally, a repulsive adhesion force that suppresses clogging is 

observed and proved in Section 2.1.2.2.1. This show consistence with the operational practice 

in steel plants over more than three decades. 

(d) Besides the morphology of the inclusion also the steel composition and the refractory material 

may influence the clogging tendency. Alumina shows a wetting angle of 137 deg. with ULC 

steel and only 98 deg. with a Ca-treated steel (Section 2.1.2.2). Hence alumina particles 

should show a high clogging tendency in the casting of ULC steel whereas they are rather 

harmless in Ca-treated steels (where they should not exist through the calcium addition). 

(e) In case of refractories, the potential for the reduction of the wetting angle with the liquid steel 

is a measure to lower the tendency of NMIs to clog. However, it should be noted that a non-
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wetting system between refractory and steel is needed to prevent the penetration of the steel 

into refractory porosities and avoid steel/refractory reactions and thus to control the SEN-

erosion. 

(f) A liquid neck between NMI and refractory, instead of the usually assumed gaseous neck helps 

to make the particle detachment much easier, as shown in Section 3.2. An already realized 

technology is the in-situ modification of NMIs at the steel/refractory interface: A refractory 

with selected reactivity with the Al2O3 particle may e.g. result in the formation of a liquid 

calcium aluminate as reaction product. This lowers the adhesion force between refractory and 

NMI by almost an order of magnitude.  

 

(2) NMIs population 

(a) The chemical composition of micro inclusions as well as their morphology are the 

consequence of the ladle treatment practice. Product quality demands may limit the 

modification of the NMIs morphology; e.g., when a Ca-treatment is strictly forbidden, as the 

resulting calcium aluminates are considered to be harmful for the product quality. For this 

reason, the effective Ca-treatment cannot always be selected to lower the clogging problems. 

(b) Here, number and size distribution of the NMIs remain as influencing parameters: A high 

number of NMIs results in a higher number of collisions between inclusions and the 

steel/refractory interface. This is in accordance with the common opinion that a ‘clean’ steel is 

less clogging sensitive than an ‘unclean’ steel. A new perspective is, according to the 

detachment model, that small inclusions are harder to detach and consequently, a higher 

number of small inclusions should be more critical than a higher number of large inclusions. 

According to common definitions, the latter steel grade would be considered as ‘unclean’ but 

nevertheless be less critical to cast. 

 

(3) Hydrodynamics, temperature and purging 

(a) The present work does not consider in detail the hydrodynamics in the SEN. Local 

turbulences as well pressure drops due to changes of the cross-sectional area of the SEN may 

have a significant influence on clogging and may even be the dominating influencing factor. 

Turbulences may result in a higher number of collisions between NMIs and the 

steel/refractory interface but also promote the detachment of particles as predicted in this 

work. Local pressure drops may influence chemical equilibria and promote chemical reactions 

between steel and refractory. The suction of air into the fluid flow control system or the 
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influencing of the pressure difference in the cavity between NMI and refractory are further 

possible consequences. 

(b) Same as for the hydrodynamics, the temperature loss in the SEN was not taken into 

consideration here. The increasing driving force towards the nucleation of particles with 

decreasing temperature at the steel/refractory interface is evident but also the interfacial 

properties will be influenced by the temperature. 

(c) Purging with argon results in the adhesion of bubbles at the steel/refractory interface. The 

driving force for separation at the steel/gas interface is higher compared to the steel/refractory 

interface, as shown in Figure 57. Nevertheless, NMIs are also easier to detach and the main 

benefit of this dynamic attachment/detachment system is that bubbles (or a gas film along the 

steel/refractory interface) prevent the NMIs from sintering to the refractory and thus the 

formation of a stable clog. The limit of the purging rate is related with the entrapment of 

bubbles in the solidifying shell and consequently with the worsening of the surface quality of 

the cast product. 

Under all investigated clogging countermeasures, the modification (partial liquification) of inclusions and 

purging of the SEN should have the highest efficiency. Wetting in the steel/NMI and steel/refractory 

system are significant influencing parameters but may only be changed in-between certain limits. The in-

situ modification of inclusions by reactive refractories results in the formation of a liquid layer between 

NMI and refractory. This is a further promising way to reduce the clogging tendency of certain steel 

grades. Small NMIs seem to be more harmful than larger ones. This may help to explain so far not 

sufficiently understood differences in the clogging behavior of otherwise similar steel grades but cannot 

be seen as an effective countermeasure.  

 

Figure 60. Clogging important parameters. 
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Appendix A. Free energy change for NMIs separation at 

different interfaces 

The change in the Gibbs free energy of the system at constant temperature and pressure can be related to 

the change in the interfacial energies as the inclusion goes from the immersed state to the separated 

state
[53–55,271,272]

. The free energy change for separation of NMIs at different interfaces will be deduced 

here. Three different interfaces will be studied: (1) Molten steel/Nozzle wall, (2) Molten steel/slag, and (3) 

Molten steel/argon gas.  

 

(1) Molten steel/Nozzle wall  

The change in Gibbs free energy from a micro-oxidic inclusion immersed in molten steel to the separate 

state is:  

 

∆G = σi-r − σi-s − σr-s (A.1) 

 

where σ is the surface tension between two materials, the subscript ‘i-r’ indicates inclusion-refractory, ‘i-

s’ inclusion-molten steel and ‘r-s’ refractory-molten steel. 

 

The Young’s equation, given in Equation (A.2), for a solid especimen over a solid substrate, allow to 

determine difference between the surface and interfacial tensions of the solid phase where ‘i’, ‘s’ and ‘g’ 

denote the solid, molten steel and gas phases, respectively. See Figure A.1-a) and for more detail
[7]

. 

 

σi-g =  σi-s + σs-g cos(θi) (A.2) 

Where θi is the contact angle between the solid phase and the molten steel. 
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a)  

b)  c)  

Figure A. 1.a) Graphic explanation of Young's equation. Modified from references[7,54], b) graphic explanation of Young’s 

equation between molten steel and a solid refractory, and c) graphic explanation of Young’s equation between molten steel and 

a solid NMI. 

 

From Equation (A.2), two special equations in function of the solid material ‘i’, will be obtained 

(1) For a refractory (i=r), Equation (A.2) turns into: 

 

σr-g = σr-s + σs-g cos(θ2) (A.3) 

where θ2 the contact angle between the refractory and the steel. See more detail on the graphic 

explanation given in Figure A.1-b). 

 

(1) For a solid NMI (i=i), Equation (A.2) turns into:  

 

 σi-g = σi-s + σs-g cos(θ1) (A.4) 

where θ1 the contact angle between the NMI and the steel. See more detail on the graphic 

explanation given in Figure A.1-c). 

 

Replacing Equation (A.3) and (A.4) in Equation (A.1) it is obtained:  

∆G = σi-r − ( σi-g − σs-g cos(θ1)) − ( σr-g − σs-g cos(θ2)) (A.5) 

 

where  

σ =  σi-g +  σr-g (A.6) 
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Therefore the free energy change for separation of a solid non-metallic inclusion in the refractory wall is 

 

∆G = σs-g ∙ [cos(θ1) + cos(θ2)] (A.7) 

 

(2)  Molten steel/slag layer 

If a NMI separates from the molten steel bath to a molten steel/slag interface, the free energy change in 

the system is given by
[54]

: 

ΔG = σi-slag − σi-s − σs-slag (A.8) 

For ‘i’ inclusion, ‘s’ steel and ‘slag’ slag phase. 

The Young’s equation for a solid especimen over a solid substrate, allow to determine difference between 

the surface and interfacial tensions of the solid phase. Equation (A.9) represents the Young’s equation for 

a molten steel over a solid substrate, see Figure A.2-a), and Equation (A.10) represents the Young’s 

equation for a liquid slag over a solid substrate, see Figure A.2-b). 

σi-g =  σi-s + σs-g cos(θi-s) (A.9) σi-g =  σi-slag + σslag-g cos(θi-slag) (A.10) 

 

 

a) b)  

Figure A. 2. Graphic explanation of Young's equation. a) Molten steel over a solid substrate, and b) Liquid slag over a solid 

substrate. Modified from references[7,54] 

 

Substituting Equation (A.9) and (A.10) into Equation (A.8), it is obtained: 

 

ΔG =[−σslag−g cos(θi−slag)] − [−σs−g cos(θi−s)] − σs-slag (A.11) 

 

Knowing that the θi−slag  → 0, means that cos(θi−slag)  → 1, and thus, Equation (11) gets simplified:  
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ΔG = − σslag−g + σs−g cos(θi−s) − σs-slag (A.12) 

 

The interfacial tension between two immiscible liquids, see Figure A.3, defined by Antonov’s law, which 

is a simplification of the Young’s law for  cos (θslag-s) → 1 𝑑𝑢𝑒 𝑡𝑜 θslag-s  → 0 𝑑𝑒𝑔. 

 

σs-slag =  σs-g − σslag-g cos(θslag-s)  → σs-slag =  σs-g − σslag-g (A.13) 

 

Figure A. 3. Graphic explanation of Antonov’s equation between two immiscible fluids. Modified from references[7,54] 

 

Substituting Equation (A.13) into Equation (A.12), it is obtained: 

 

ΔG = − (σslag−g + σs-slag) + σs−g cos(θi−s) = − (σs-g) + σs−g cos(θi−s) (A.14) 

ΔG = σs−g ∙ [cos(θi−s) − 1] (A.15) 

 

(3)  Molten steel/argon gas layer 

 

If a NMI separates from the molten steel bath to a molten steel/slag interface, the free energy change in 

the system is given by
[54]

: 

 

ΔG = σi-g − σi-s − σs-g (A.16) 

 

For ‘i’ inclusion, ‘g’ gas and ‘s’ steel. 

The Young’s equation for a solid especimen over a solid substrates, allow to determine difference between 

the surface and interfacial tensions of the solid phase where ‘i’, ‘s’ and ‘g’ denote the solid, molten steel 

and gas phases, respectively. See Figure A.1 and Equation (A.3) for more detail
[7]

. Substituting 
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Equation (A.3) into Equation (A.16), it is obtained the free energy change for the separation of a NMI at 

a metal-gas interface: 

 

ΔG =[ σi−s + σs−g cos(θi−s)] − σi-s − σs-g = σs−g cos(θi−s) − σs-g (A.17) 

ΔG = σs-g∙(cos θi-s -1) (A.18) 
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Appendix B. Effect of the cavity difference pressure on the 

adhesion force calculation. 

As already mentioned in Section 2.1.2.1.1, the mean curvature of the fluid bridge and the pressure 

difference across the steel/cavity interface are not directly known due to the lack of in situ observations. 

Therefore, it was decided to approximated the cavity geometry and to estimate the difference pressure as 

1.8·10
5 
Pa

[43]
.  

However, there are no accurate measures of this pressure value. A way to confront this issue is to extract 

agglomerated inclusions and measured directly the cavity geometry radius in order to calculate the Young-

Laplace equation given by Equation (3). Nevertheless, due to shrinkage of the cavity this kind of analysis 

may only provide an approximation to the real value.  

 

Ueshima and Mizoguchi et al.
[48,49]

 performed different expeirments where they extrated alumina clusters 

from steel. They found that liquid FeO was acting as a binder of the inclusions. They suggest that the FeO 

would come from oxygen contamination from ferroalloy additives, residual steel adhering the the 

refractory surface of ladles and vessels, and air entraiment.  

 

Pair (1) Pair (2) Pair (3) Pair (4) 

    

a)
[49]

 b)
[48]

 c)
[48]

 d)
[48]

 

Figure B. 1. Four SEN images of alumina clusters from molten steel using a slime method[48,49]. 

 

Four SEN images of alumina clusters
[48,49]

 extrated from molten steel using a slime method are presented 

in Figure B.1 a-d). From each image, the particle radii, r1 and r2, and the geometry radii, R1 and R2, have 

been measured and plotted in Table B.1. A surface tension of 0.68 N/m have been chosen to be the 

surface tension between the molten steel and the liquid FeO. From the Young-Laplace equation (Equation 
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(3)), it can be calculated the difference pressure when the geometry of the bridge and the surface tension 

of the molten steel are known, this value is shown in Table B.1..  

 

Table B. 1. Cluster geometry measured and different pressure calculated and estimated. 

Pair 
r1 

µm 

r2 

µm 

R1  

µm 

R2 

µm 

σ 

N/m 

ΔPcalculated 

Pa 

ΔPestimated 

Pa 

(1) 4.4 5.6 0.3 0.6 

0,68 

 

8.46·105 

1.8·105 
(2) 1.3 2.6 0.2 0.2 11.3·105 

(3) 2.8 2.1 0.2 0.4 23.8·105 

(4) 3.7 3.2 0.2 0.3 21.9·105 

 

The difference pressure between the cavity and the molten steel calculated from the measured cavity radii, 

seen in Table B.1., shows a higher pressure than the estimated presented in Section 2.1.2.1.1. The 

adhesion force, from the estimated and calculated difference pressure, is compared in Figure B.2. It is 

seen that the adhesion force values are in the same order of magnitude. From this figure it is suggested 

that the estimation of a pressure does not introduce a big error on the results. And therefore, the difference 

pressure will be estimated in the current work. 

 

 

Figure B. 2. Adhesion force for different particles pairs: Adhesion force at ΔPestimated and adhesion force at ΔPcalculated. 
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Appendix C. Bridge geometry approximation 

In order to calculate the geometry of the bridge, given by R1 and R2, two approximations can be done: 

 

o Approach (1): Toroidal approximation 

The model is based on a geometrical approach based on the toroidal shape of the cavity. The steps for the 

calculation of the geometry of the bridge, R1 and R2, between two particles with different sizes and at 

certain distance from each other is given here
[43,45]

. Two special cases are simplified from the general 

model: (1) Two different particles sizes at zero distance, and (2) same particle type and same size.  

 

When the distance between two spherical particles (with different size) is different from zero, the 

following steps are needed to calculated the adhesion force:  

 

Figure C. 1. Scheme for the calculation of the geometry radii between two spheres of different sizes and at certain distance of 

each other.  

Applying the cosine law for the Triangle A and B represented in Figure C.2 the following Equations 

(C.1) - (C.2) are obtained: 
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Figure C. 2. Triangle A (left) and B (right). 

Triangle A:  l2
2 = r2

2 + R1
2 − 2r2R1 cos θ2 (C.1) 

Triangle B: I1
2 = r1

2 + R1
2 − 2r1R1 cos θ1 (C.2) 

 

Applying again the cosine law to the Triangle C and D represented in Figure C.3 the following 

Equations (C.3) - (C.4) are obtained: 

 

Figure C. 3. Triangle C (left) and D (right). 

Triangle C: l2
2 = (r2 +

L

2
)

2

+ (R1 + R2
′ )2 − 2 (r2 +

L

2
) (R1 + R2

′ ) cos α (C.3) 

Triangle D: 

I1
2 = (r1 +

L

2
)

2
+ (R1 + R2

′ )2 − 2 (r1 +
L

2
) (R1 + R2

′ ) cos(π − α)∗ 

→ 

l1
2 = (r1 +

L

2
)

2

+ (R1 + R2
′ )2 + 2 (r1 +

d

2
) (R1 + R2

′ ) cos α 

 

*cos(π − α) = cos π ∙ cos α + sin π ∙ sin α = − cos α; cos π =

−1; sin π = 0 

 

(C.4) 

Equation (C.2) and Equation (C.4) are equalized to obtain the expression for cos α in Equation (C.5): 

r1
2 + R1

2 − 2r1R1 cos θ1 = (r1 +
L

2
)

2

+ (R1 + R2
′ )2 + 2 (r1 +

L

2
) (R1 + R2

′ ) cos α (C.5) 
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→ cos α = −
R1(r2 cos θ2 − r1 cos θ1) − L(r1 − r2)

(R1 + R2
′ )(r1 + r2 + L)

 

Equation (C.1) and (C.3) are equalized and multiply by r2 obtaining Equation (C.6): 

r2r1
2 + r2R1

2 − r22r1R1 cos θ1

= r2 (r1 +
L

2
)

2

+ r2(R1 + R2
′ )2 + 2r2 (r1 +

L

2
) (R1 + R2

′ ) cos α 
(C.6) 

Equation (C.2) and (C.4) are equalized and multiply by r1 obtaining Equation (C.7): 

r1r2
2 + r1R1

2 − r12r2R1 cos θ2

= r1 (r2 +
L

2
)

2

+ r1(R1 + R2
′ )2 − 2r1 (r2 +

L

2
) (R1 + R2

′ ) cos α 

(C.7) 

Summing Equation (C.7) and (C.8) and substituting Equation (C.5), Equation (C.8) is obtained as 

follows: 

−2r1r2[R1(cos θ1 + cos θ2) + L] − (r1 + r2)[L2 + 2R1𝑅2
′ + R2

′2]

− 2 [
L

2
(r1 − r2)] [−

R1(r2 cos θ2 − r1 cos θ1) − L(r1 − r2)

(r1 + r2 + L)
] = 0 

(C.8) 

R1 is obtained from the Young-Laplace equation, and expressed by Equation (C.9)  

∆P = σ (
1

R1

−
1

𝑅2
′ )   →    R1=

𝑅2
′ σ

σ + ∆P∙𝑅2
′  (C.9) 

Substituting now Equation (C.9) in Equation (C.8). The following Equation (C.10) results: 

−∆P(r1+r2)∙R2
'3

− 3σ(r1+r2)∙𝐑𝟐
′𝟐+ {[−2r1r2σ(cos θ1 + cos θ2)] − [2r1r2L∆P] − [L2(r1 + r2)∆P]

+ [
Lσ(r1 − r2)(r2 cos θ2 − r1 cos θ1) + ∆PL2(r1 − r2)2

(r1 + r2 + d)
]} 𝐑𝟐

′ +dσ [−2r1r2

+ L(r1 + r2) +
L(r1 − r2)2

(r1 + r2 + L)
] = 0 →  𝐑𝟐

′  

(C.10) 

 

Equation (C.10) can be simplefied for two special cases: 

i) Two different particles sizes at zero distance (L=0): 
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∆P(r1+r2)∙𝐑𝟐
′𝟐 + 3σ(r1+r2)∙𝐑𝟐

′ + 2r1r2σ(cos θ1 + cos θ2) = 0 

→ 𝐑𝟐
′ =

-[3σ(r1+r2)]±√[3σ(r1+r2)]2-4[∆P(r1+r2)][2r1r2σ(cos θ1 + cos θ2)]

2[∆P(r1+r2)]
 

 

(C.11) 

ii) Same particle type ( 𝛉𝟏 = 𝛉𝟐 = 𝛉) and same size (𝐫𝟏 = 𝐫𝟐 = 𝐫): 

∆P∙𝐑𝟐
′𝟐 + 3σ∙𝐑𝟐

′ + 2rσ cos θ  = 0 →  𝐑𝟐
′ =

−3σ + √(3σ)2 − 4 ∙ ∆P ∙ (2rσ cos θ)

2 ∙ ∆P
 (C.12) 

R2 is calculated by solving the Equation (C.13) given by Figure C.4. 

 

Figure C. 4. Triangle ADC for the calculation of R2. 

 

𝑅2 = 𝑅2
′ ∙ sin 𝛼 (C.13) 

 

o Approach (2): Energy minimization 

The geometry of the bridge is described by a circle. Its geometry will be represented by R1 and R2 

expressed in function of the angle β. Zheng et al.
[50,64]

 determined the filling angle, ß,  by minimizing the 

Gibbs free energy of the gas cavity as expressed with Equation (C.14): 

 

G = Po − NkBT ln V + σsgAsg + (σig − σis)Aig (C.14) 

 

where Asg is the molten iron-gas area (m
2
), Aig is the inclusion-gas area (m

2
), V is the volume of the gas 

cavity (m
3
), Po is the pressure in the molten iron and it is set to 1.013·10

5
 Pa, and N is the number of gas 

molecules inside the cavity set to 0, considering that the partial pressure of molten iron and other 

elements, such as oxygen is very low. 

 

Expressing V, Alg and Asg as a function of the filling angle ß, the equilibrium value of filling angle ß can 

be obtained from dG = f (ß) = 0. Then the attractive force can be calculated. This method is presented for 

two different cases: (1) Sphere-Sphere (S-S), and (2) Sphere-Plane (S-P). Both represented in Figure C.5. 
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(1)  

 

(2)                

Figure C. 5. (1) Sphere-Sphere (S-S), and (2) Sphere-Plane (S-P). 

 

(1) Sphere-sphere (S-S): 

 

The cavity geometry parameters, R1 and R2, defined in function of the half-filling contact angles ß1 and 

ß2 are given in Equation (C.15) and (C.16). 

 

R1 = −
r1(1 − cos ß1) + r2(1 − cos ß2) + L

cos(θ1 − ß1) + cos(θ2 − ß2)
 (C.15) 

R2 = r1 sin ß1 − R1[1 − sin(θ1 − ß1)] (C.16) 

 

Where r1 and r2 are the radii of the spheres 1 and 2, respectively, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are the contact angles of the 

sphere 1 and 2, respectively, and d is the interparticle distance. 

The volume of the cavity,VS−S, and the molten steel- gas area Asg,S−S and inclusion gas area Aig,S−S for 

two spherical particles are defined as 

 

VS−S = π ∫ (R1 + R2 − √R1
2 − y2)

2

dy
R1 cos(ß1−θ1)

R1 cos(θ2−ß2)

− [(
π

3
r1

3(2 + cos ß1)(1 − cos ß1)2)

+ (
π

3
r2

3(2 + cos ß2)(1 − cos ß2)2)] 

 

(C.17) 

Asg,S−S = 2π ∫ R1(R1 + R2 + R1 cos θ)

π
2

−θ2+ß2

3π
2

−θ1+ß1

dθ 

 

(C.18) 
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Aig,S−S = 2πr1
2(1 − cos ß1) + 2πr2

2(1 − cos ß2) (C.19) 

 

(2) Sphere-Plane (S-P): 

The cavity geometry parameters, R1 and R2, defined in function of the half-filling contact angle ß1, are 

given in Equation (C.20) and (C.21). 

 

R1 = −
r1(1 − cos ß1) + L

cos(θ1 − ß1) + cos(θ2)
 (C.20) 

R2 = r1 sin ß1 − R1[1 − sin(θ1 − ß1)] (C.21) 

 

Where r1 are the radii of the sphere, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 are the contact angles of the sphere and the plane, 

respectively, and d is the interparticle distance. 

The volume of the cavity,VS−P, and the molten steel- gas area Asg,S−P and inclusion gas area Aig,S−P for 

sphere-wall system are defined as 

 

VS−P = π ∫ (R1 + R2 − √R1
2 − y2)

2

dy
R1 cos(ß1−θ1)

R1 cos(ß2)

− [(
π

3
r1

3(2 + cos ß1)(1 − cos ß1)2)] 

(C.22) 

Asg,S−P = 2π ∫ R1(R1 + R2 + R1 cos θ)

π
2

−θ2

3π
2

−θ1+ß1

dθ (C.23) 

Aig = 2πr1
2(1 − cos ß1) + π(R1 + R2 − R1 cos θ1)2 (C.24) 

 

o Comparison: Approach (1) vs. Approach (2) 

Both approaches are compared in Figure C.6, for two different cases: (1) Sphere/Sphere (S/S) and, (2) 

Sphere/Wall (S/W). All the spherical bodies are alumina of 10 µm radius, and the wall is alumina with a 

radius much bigger than that of the sphere. In both cases, the surface tension chosen is set as 1.8 N/m and 

difference pressure as 1.013·10
5
 Pa. As a result, a spherical body will adhere stronger to a plane wall than 

to another spherical body with the same size. In addition, it is observed that the force will decrease with 

the separation of the inclusions. Both approximations show good accuracy. 
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Figure C. 6. Adhesion force calculated applying Approach (1) (toroidal approximation) and Approach (2) 

(bridge volume approximation) for two cases: Sphere-Sphere (S-S) and Sphere-Plane (S-P) at certain separation 

distance. 
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Appendix D. Volume of the cavity bridge between NMI and 

nozzle wall using approach 1.  

The volume of the bridge, V, between an adhered NMI and a nozzle wall can be calculated with the 

following equation
[50,64,273]

:  

 

V = V1 − V2 (D.1) 

V1 = ∫ (R1 + R2 − √R1
2 − x2)

2

dx
R1 cos(β1−θ1)

R1 cos θ1

 (D.2) 

V2 =
π

3
r1

3(2 + cos β1)(1 − cos β1)2 (D.3) 

 

Where V1 is the volume of the fluid in the cavity and V2 is the volume of the NMI immersed in the bridge, 

ß1 is the half-filling angle, R1 and R2 are the cavity radius (In this case the radius obtained in the 

Approach 1: Toroidal approximation, given in Appendix C, will be used for the following 

calculations), and r1 is the NMI radius. In order to solve Equations (D.1-D.3), it is needed the value of the 

half-filling angle, ß1, which is obtained from the following equations (for a distance between the bodies 

equal to zero (L=0)): 
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Figure D. 1. Geometrical scheme to calculate the half-filling angle ß1. 

I1
2 = r1

2 + R1
2 − 2r1R1 cos θ1 (D.4) 

α1 = acos (
(R1 + R2)2 − r1

2 − I1
2

−2r1I1
) (D.5) 

γ1 = acos (
R1

2 − r1
2 − I1

2

−2r1I1
) (D.6) 

β1 = α1−γ1 (D.7) 

 

In order to be able to compare, the volume of the bridge with the case of the argon bubble attached to the 

SEN wall. A bubble equivalent radius of the bridge will be given as follows:  

 

V =
4

3
 𝜋𝑟𝑏

3  →  𝑟𝑏 = √
3𝑉

4𝜋

3

 (D.8) 
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Appendix E. Kralchevsky-Paunov’s theoretical capillary 

attraction force. Procedure of calculation 

The aim is to calculate the capillary force given in Equation (38): 

 

F = 2πσ
Q

1
Q

2

L
    ∀  ck ≪ L ≪ q-1;     k = 1,2 ( E.1 ) 

 

The material parameters: surface tension, capillary distance, density ratio, and contact angles and 

the geometrical paramenters: radius, and inter-particle distance, are known (for k=1, 2). Figure 

E.1 gives and schematic overview of the known parameters (mark in green) and the unknown 

parameters (given in red). The iterative procedure
[45,251] is formed by 3 initial steps and after 

repeating the procedure from steps 2 until convergence is obtained.  

 

 

𝜎 = surface tension (N/m) 

𝑟𝑘 = particle radius (m) 

𝜃𝑘 = particle contact angle (rad)  

𝜌𝑆 = steel density (kg/m3) 

𝜌𝐺 = gas density (kg/m3) 

𝜌𝑘 = particle density (kg/m3) 

L = interparticle distance (m) 

ck = radius of contact line (m) 

hk = meniscus height (m) 

𝜓𝑘= meniscus slope at contact line(rad) 

(k = 1,2) 

Figure E. 1. Schematic diagram of capillary meniscus around two spherical particles. The parameters given in green are known 

and in red are unknown. Modified from reference[247]. 

 

(1) Step 1: Starting values with index ‘0’ are calculated for infinite separation between particles 

(single particle) from the following relations: 
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Qk
(0)

= Qk∞ =
1

6
q2rk

3(2 − 4Dk + 3 cos θk − cos θk
3) (E.1) 

ck
(0)

= ck∞ =
1

2
[rk sin θk + (rk

2 sin θk
2 + 4Qkrk cos θk)

1
2] (E.2) 

Dk=
(ρ

k
-ρ

II
)

(ρ
I
-ρ

II
)

 (E.3) 

ψk
(0)

= ψk∞ = sin−1 (
Qk

(0)

ck
(0)

) (E.4) 

hk
(0)

=hk∞=ck∞ sin ψk∞ ln [
4

γeqck∞(1+ cos ψk∞)
] (E.5) 

(2) Step two: Substitution Qk=Qk
(n)

 and ck=ck
(n)

 

hk
(n+1)

= Qk
(n){τk + 2 ln[1 − exp (−2τk)]}

− (Q1
(n)

+ Q2
(n)

) ln(γeqa) + (Q1
(n)

+ Q2
(n)

) x(A − B) 

(E.6) 

A = ∑
1

n

sinh n(τ1 − τ2)

sinh n(τ1 + τ2)

∞

n=1

        j, k = 1,2, j ≠ k. (E.7) 

B = ∑
2

n

exp(−nτk)sinh nτj

sinh n(τ1 + τ2)

∞

n=1

        j, k = 1,2, j ≠ k. (E.8) 

τk = ln (
z

ck
+ √

z2

ck
2 + 1)  , k = 1,2 (E.9) 

z =
√[L2 − (r1 + r2)2][L2 − (r1 − r2)2]

2L
 (E.10) 

 

(3) Step 3: The next approximation of Qk
(n+1)

 is obtained from : 

 

Qk
(n+1)

= Qk
(n)

−
1

2
(qck

(n)
)

2
[hk

(n+1)
− hk

(n)
] (E.11) 

ck
(n+1)

=
1

2
[rk sin θk + (rk

2 sin θk
2 + 4Qk

(n+1)
rk cos θk)

1
2
] (E.12) 

ψk
(n+1)

= sin−1 (
Qk

(n+1)

ck
(n+1)

) (E.13) 

 

(4) Step 4: Repeat from Step 2 to give hk
(n+1)

, until convergency is obtained. Finally, the theoretical 

capillary force is calculated from Equation (32). 
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Appendix F. Bubble geometrical parameters  

 

Figure F. 1. Bubble attached to the nozzle wall, parameters. 

 

The bubble attached to the nozzle wall is approximated to a spherical shape, and thus the size of the 

bubble will be always referred to the equivalent bubble radius, rb. Two paramenters are calculated here: 

(1) The contact radius of the bubble, a, which is given by the following relation: 

 

a =  rb sin θ0 =
h

tan (
π − θ0

2
)
 

(F.1) 

 

In addition, by solving the triangle ABC another relation for the contact radius a, is obtained: 

tan (
δ

2
) =

h

a
   →   a =  

h

tan (
δ
2

)
 

(F.2) 

 

(2) The height of the bubble, h, is obtained by solving the triangle AOB: 

 

rb
2 = (rb − h)2 + a2 →  a2 = 2rbh − h2 (F.3) 
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By substituting Equation (F.2) in (F.3) the following relation is obtained: 

 

(
h

tan (
δ
2

)
)

2

= 2rbh − h2 → h = 2rb (tan (
δ

2
))

2

− (tan (
δ

2
))

2

h → 𝐡 =
𝟐𝐫𝐛 (𝐭𝐚𝐧 (

𝛅
𝟐

))
𝟐

[𝟏 + (𝐭𝐚𝐧 (
𝛅
𝟐

))
𝟐

]

 (F.4) 

 

Now δ= π-θ0, Equation (F.5) gives the height of the bubble: 

 

h =
2rb (tan (

π − 𝜃0

2
))

2

[1 + (tan (
π − 𝜃0

2
))

2

]

= a ∙ tan (
π − 𝜃0

2
) (F.5) 
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Appendix G. Surface tension force  

The force that acts to keep the bubble attached to the wall has two components as described in Figure 

G.1-a)
 [89,263]

: 

a)                
b)              

Figure G. 1. a) Surface tension force components in vertical (Fs,z) and normal directions (Fs,x), and b) surface tension force in a 

static bubble at the nozzle wall. 

 

(1) The vertical component, Fs,z, which acts upward to resist drag of the bubble, makes the bubble to 

elongate below the gas injection hole, and it is defined as follows 

 

FS,z =  
π

2
σ a(cos θr − cos θa) (G1) 

 

(2) The normal component, Fs,x, acts to keep the bubble adhere to the wall 

 

FS,x =  
π

2
σ a(sin θr + sin θa) (G.273) 

For the case of a static bubble, where θr = θa = θo, the vertical component is zero and the normal 

component will be transformed into the following: 

FS,x =  
π

2
σ a(sin θo + sin θo) = πa σ sin θo ( G.3) 
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Appendix H. Stability of a particle at the fluid interface 

For a NMI to be stable at the Ar-molten steel interface layer the capillary pressure in the bubble acting on 

the contact area should be equal to the capillary pressure, as illustrated in Figure H.1-a) and the balance is 

given in Equation (H.1): 

 

FC − FP = 0 → FC = FP (H.1) 

 

a)               

 

b)       

Figure H. 1. a) Stability balance of a NMI at a molten steel/gas bubble interface and b) Parameters needed for the stability 

balance calculation. 

 

The capillary force, given by equation (H.2): 

 

FC = 2πroσ sin ψ (H.2) 

 

The parameter, ro, follows the next relation: 

 

ro = rp sin α = rp sin(π − ω) = rp sin ω (H.3) 
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Taken into account that sin(π − ω) = sin π cos ω − cos π sin ω = 0 − (−1) sin ω =  sin ω. The 

capillary force is given by  

 

FC = 2π(rp sin ω) ∙ σ sin ψ (H.4) 

 

Being the meniscus slope at the contact line
[269]

, ψ,  

 

ψ = ω + θ − π → 

→ sin ψ = sin(ω + θ − π) = sin(ω + θ) cos π − cos(ω + θ) sin π

= (−1) sin(ω + θ) 

(H.5) 

 

Now the capillary force, in function of the center-angle, ω:  

 

FC = −2πrpσ sin ω sin(ω + θ) (H.6) 

 

Considering the capillary pressure in the bubble, FP, acting on the contact area with the force 

whereby
[266,274]

  

FP = πr1
2 sin ω2 [

2σ

rb
− 2rbρSg] (H.7) 

 

The stability balance
[266]

 is solved to calculate the center-angle when the particle is stable at the fluid 

interface, ω, is 

FC − FP = 0 → FC = FP (H.8) 

−2πr1σ sin ω sin(ω + θ) = πr1
2 sin ω2 [

2σ

rb
− 2rbρSg] → 

→ −σ cos θ sin ω − σ sin θ cos ω =  rp sin ω [
σ

rb
− rbρlg] → 

→ −σ sin θ cos ω = sin ω [
rpσ

rb
− rprbρlg + σ cos θ] → 

→
sin(ω)

cos(ω)
= tan ω =  

− σ sin θ

[
rpσ
rb

− rprbρlg + σ cos θ]
  

(H.9) 

 ω = tan−1
− σ sin θ

[
rpσ
rb

− rprbρlg + σ cos θ]
 

(H.10) 
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Abbreviations 

 

NMI(s) Non-metallic inclusion(s) 

SEN(s) Submerged Entry Nozzle(s) 

HT-LSCM High-Temperature Laser Scanning Confocal Microscopy 

Al-killed steel Aluminium killed steel 

Ca-treatment Calcium treatment 

T Transport 

A Adhesion 

S Sintering 

A Al2O3 

Z ZrO2 

M MgO 

CA CaO·Al2O3 

HT-DSA High-Temperature Drop Shape Analyzer 

SEM Scanning Electron Microscopy 

ECD Equivalent Circle Diameter 

mass-% Mass percentage 

wt. %  Weight percentage 

ULC Ultra Low Carbon  

Ca-treated  Calcium treated  
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List of parameters 

Chapter 1 

∆G  Free energy change for separation of a solid NMI at the refractory wall (N/m) 

θ1 Contact angle between a NMI and molten steel (deg.) 

θ2 Contact angle between a refractory and molten steel (deg.) 

σ Surface tension of molten steel (N/m) 

FA Adhesion force (N) 

∆P Difference pressure between the cavity and molten steel (Pa) 

r1 NMI radius (m) 

r2 Refractory radius (m) 

R1 Cavity geometry radii (auxiliary parameters) (m) 

R2
′  Cavity geometry radii (auxiliary parameters) (m) 

R2 Cavity geometry radii (auxiliary parameters) (m) 

α Auxiliary angle (deg.) 

L Separation distance (m) 

FvdW Van der Waals Force (N) 

AH Hamaker constant (J) 

FB Buoyancy force (N) 

d1 Inclusion diameter (m) 

ρ𝑠 Density of the molten steel (kg/m3) 

ρ1 NMI density (kg/m3) 

g Gravity acceleration (m/s2) 

Re Reynolds number 

uavg Average flow velocity (m/s) 

ϕSEN SEN diameter (m) 

υ Kinematic viscosity of the steel (m2/s) 
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L  Interparticle distance (m) 
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𝑐𝑘∞  Half of the contact line between NMI (k=1) and steel and between ceramic-particle and steel (k=2) far 

from the body (m) 
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RN   Normal ratio 

Rp   Parallel ratio 

FF   Friction force (N) 

Fn   Normal force (N) 

κs   Coefficient of friction 

RT  Torque ratio 

a  Contact radius (m) 

K  Elastic constant (Pa) 

νi  Poisson’s ratio of a particle (i=1) and a refractory wall (2) 

Ei  Young’s modulus of a particle (1) and a refractory wall (2) (Pa) 
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𝜃𝑎 Advancing contact angle (deg.) 

𝜃𝑟 Receding contact angle (deg.) 

θO  Static contact angle (deg.) 

𝑟𝑏 Equivalent bubble radius (m) 

h  Height of the bubble (m) 

a   Contact radius of the bubble (m) 

FS  Surface tension force (N) 

Vb   Volume of the argon droplet (m3) 

𝜌𝑏  Density bubble (kg/m3) 
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CD
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CShape Newton drag correction 

Rep
∗  Corrected particle Reynolds number 

E  Spheroid is defined by an aspect ratio 

d∥   Parallel diameter (m) 

d⊥ Normal diameter (m) 

fshape Stokes correction factor for prolate spheroids 

Asurf
∗    Surface area ratio for a prolate spheroid (m2) 
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FC  Capillary force (N) 

ω  Center-angle between the rear part of the attached sphere and three-phase contact line projection area on the 

sphere (deg.) 

y  Immersed part of the NMI into the steel (m) 

b  Contact radius between the NMI and the bubble (m) 

ℎ Height of the cup. 

A1 Projected area towards the fluid flow 

𝜌1  Density NMI (kg/m3) 
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FP  Capillary pressure in the bubble (N) 
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FB,immersedinSteel  Buoyancy force of the particle immersed in the steel (N) 
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G Gibbs free energy of the gas cavity (J) 

Asg  Molten iron-gas area (m2) 

Aig  Inclusion-gas area (m2) 

V  volume of the cavity (m3)  

Po Pressure in the molten iron =1,013·105 Pa 

N  Number of gas molecules inside the cavity = 0 

ßi  Half-filling angle, i=1,2 (deg.) 

VS−S Volume of the cavity for sphere-sphere contact (m3). 

Asg,S−S Molten steel- gas area for sphere-sphere contact (m2). 

Aig,S−S Inclusion gas area for sphere-sphere contact (m2). 

VS−P Volume of the cavity for sphere-wall contact (m3). 

Asg,S−P Molten steel- gas area for sphere-wall contact (m2). 

Aig,S−P Inclusion gas area for sphere-wall contact (m2). 

V1  Volume of the fluid in the cavity (m3). 

V2  Volume of the NMI immersed in the bridge (m3). 

ß1  Half-filling angle for the inclusion (deg.) 

γi   i=1,2 (deg.) 

α1   i=1,2 (deg.) 

σi-r Surface tension between i-r inclusion-refractory, i-s inclusion-molten steel (N/m) 

σi-s Surface tension between i-s inclusion-molten steel (N/m) 

σr-s Surface tension between r-s refractory-molten steel (N/m) 

σs-g Surface tension between molten steel-gas (N/m) 

σS-s Surface tension between solid and molten steel (N/m) 

σs-g Surface tension between molten steel and gas (N/m) 

θS Contact angle of the solid phase (deg.) 
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σr-g Surface tension between  refractory-gas (N/m) 

 σi-g Surface tension between i-g inclusions-gas (N/m) 

Ii i=1,2 
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